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Barry White
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HELPMEMAKEITTHROUGH
THE NIGHTJohn Holt

Rak

Warners
Vertigo
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YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL
Jayboy
George McCree
Pye
UNDER MY THUMB Wayne Gibson
BLACK SUPERMAN (MUHAMMEDALI)
Pye
Band
The
Kinshasa
B
Johnny Wakelin
Capitol
ANGIE BABY Helen Reddy
Apple
ONLY YOU Ringo Starr
Polydor
JUKE BOX JIVE,Rubettes
YOU AIN'T SEEN NOTHING YET
Mercury
Bachman -Turner Overdrive
,Auto
STAR ON A TV SHOW Stylistics
EMI
NOW I'M HERE Queen
RCA
SHOORAH SHOORAH Betty Wright
Sonet
Y VIVA ESPANA Sylvia
PLEASE TELL HIM THAT I SAID HELLO
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WOMBUNGMERRYCHRISTMAS
Wombles

Antic

CBS
YOU'RE MY FIRST, THE LAST,
MY EVERYTHING Barry White 20th Century
IT MAYBE WINTER OUTSIDE
Lose Unlimited
20th Century
GONNA MAKE YOU A STAR David Essex
CBS
OH YES YOU'RE BEAUTIFUL
Garry Glitter
Bell
IRE FEEUNGS (SKANGA) Rupie Edwards
CHERI BABE Hot Chocolate
I'M STONE IN LOVE WITH YOU

Johnny Mathis

ZING WENT THE STRINGS OFMY
HEART Trammps
TELL HIM Hello
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Mercury
- GOODBYE YELLOW BRICK ROAD Mud
MUD ROCK
Rod Stewart
SMILER

DJM
Neil Diamond
HIS 12 GREATEST HITS
MCA
George McCrea
ROCK YOUR ' BABY
Jayboy
BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER
CBS
and
Garfunkel
Simon
Elton John

Chelsea

Trojan
MORNING SIDE OF THE MOUNTAIN
Donny & Marie Osmond
MGM
ARE YOU READY TO ROCK
Wizzard
Warners
JANUARY Pilot
EM l
STARDUST David Essex
CBS
CRYING OVER YOU Ken Boothe
Trojan
CAN HELP Billy Swan
Monument
PROMISED LAND Elvis Presley
RCA
GOODBYE MY LOVE Glitter Bend
Bell
GET DANCING
Discotex and The Sex-O-Lettes
Chelsea
MY BOY Elvis Presley
RCA
LONELY THIS CHRISTMAS Mud
Rak
SOMETHING FOR THEGIRLWITH
Island
EVERYTHING Sparks
THE INBETWEENSGoodies
Bradley's
PURELY BY COINCIDENCE
Pye
Sweet Sensation
SUGAR CANDY KISSES
Polydor
Mac B Katie Kissoon
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Stevie Wonder
Tamla Motown
ROCK AND ROLL 11 GAVE YOU THE BEST
UK
YEARS OF MY LIFE) Kevin Johnson
YOU CAN MAKE ME DANCE, SING OR
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MGM
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THE BEST OF BREAD
Charles
A TAPESTRY OF DREAMS
Barclay
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Bad Company
BAD CO.
The
Moody
THIS IS THEIM OODY BLUES
Threshold
Blues
Various
K -Tel
MUSIC EXPLOSION
Donny
I'M LEAVING IT ALL UP TO YOU
MGM
& Marie Osmond
Diana Ross and
DIANA AND MARVIN
Tamla Motwon
Marvin Gaye
BBC TV BEST OF TOP OF THE POPS
Various Vol
Super Beeb
EVERYBODY KNOWS MULLICAN &
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Pye
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FROM HIS WOMAN TO Y OU Barbara Mason
CHANGES David Borne
CAT'S IN THE CRADLE Harry ChaAn
I FEEL A SONG (In My HeartVDon'l Burn The Bridges
Gadys Knight& The Pips
DING, 009,5, DING DONG George Harrison
DON CALL US. WELL CALLYOU
rloaf Jerry Corbeida
YYOU GOT THE LOVE Kr hie Fe aturing Challa Khan
DARK HORSE George Harrison
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GREATESTHITS- Elton John

FIRE-Ohba Players
MILES OF AISLES- Joni Mitchell
DARK HORSE-George Harrison
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RELATER-Yes
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CBS

25

United Artists

24 BLACK WATER Amebic Brothers
29 DREAM John Lennon
STRUTTIN'PIIo Preston
27 LOOK IN MY EYES PRETTY WOMAN
Tony Orlando& Dawn
18 BUNGLE IN THE JUNGLE Jethro Tull
30 SWEET SURRENDER John Denver
32 READY Cat Stevens
12 ONLY YOU Ringo
36 NIGHTINGALE Carole King
37 LONELY PEOPLE America
38 YOUR BULLDOG DRINKS CHAMPAGNE Jim Stalturd
39 LADY Sty
40 MY EYESADORED YOU Frankle Valli
41 CANT GET IT OUT OF MY HEAD
Electric LAN Orchestra
31 I BELONG TOY W Love Unlimited
34 THE ENTERTAINER Bdlr Joel
22 ANGIE BABY Helen Reddy)
23 RIDE'EM COWBOY Paul Davis
20 RUNG FU FIGHTING Cad Douglas
55 I'M A WOMAN Maria Mddaur
51
BIG YELLOW TAXI Joni Mitchell
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MORNING IDEOF THE MOUNTAIN
Marie
Gloria Gan
NEVERDonny9 CAN SAY
PIECES
R
N
Brio!
White
Averir
DIAMONDS
SKY
WITH
THE
LUCY IN
Elton John
Funk
SOME KIND OF WONDERFUL Grand
DOCTOR'SOROE RS Carol Douglas
GET DANCIN' Disco Tee 6 The Se ,-O Lewes

12

19

MG

Mercury
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BOOGIE ON REGGAE WOMAN Steve Wonder
YOU'RE NO GOOD Linda Ronsladt
MAN
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Ringo Starr
-Bachman -Turn r
VERITIES& BALDERDASH-HarryOverdrive
Dupe,
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SERENADE
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FREE AND EASY
Helen Reddy
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FEEL A SONG -Gladys Knight & The
MOTHER LODE -Looms & Mesxna Pips
I

ME

LODES OF LOVE-Bobby Vint,

ALL THE GIRLS IN THE WORLD BEWARE-Grand
Funk
DD R CTILYOIJRESATISFEOIS. T. Eeorees
JOY TO THE WORLD /THEIR
GREATEST HITS
Three Dog 96411
ABU Oerlsi
17 THIS 6 THE MOODY BLUES
TI.reWüd
27 I CAN HELP
Bray Swan
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25 TOLEDO WINDOW BOX- Geor
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32
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e
29 THE SILVER FOX-Charlie Ron
33 CAUGHT
J4N,v,
35 SOUVENIRS- Dan Fogelberg
ins
37 HERE'S JOHNNY/MAGIC NOME NT
FROM THE
TONIGHT 910W STARRING JOHNNY
CARSON
Casabierra
39 THREE OGRES
Phrladelyhte
35 PRIME TIME -Torn Orlando ó Daw.
43 PHOEBE SNOW
19 EXPLORES Y OUR MIND-Ad Green
44 YHE9ROPIET KAHIL GIB RAN-A MUSICAL
INTERPRETATION FEATURING RICHARD
HARRIS
~MK
41 TOTAL ECLIPSE
Bier Ca56.e,
M
45 RIil192ED-Ru kí11 Featuring
Chair,. Khan
'46 KUNG FU FIGHTING & OTHER LOVE SONGS-Cad Douaas
7001 Cers11/7
23 LAE-Mott Ile Moodie
Cd14.M
28
DRAGON FLY -Jeenon 9arship
Growl
49 I'M LEAVING IT ALL IA TO Y OU- Donny & Male
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Owned
34 CHICAGOYS_Ch
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Mae
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FO/J.OWING last week's
story of Pilot drummer
Stuart Trees ha Wag í341n
worth of cymbals stales,
the inslrumente were
recovered under my.
ter inn. drermta nee*.
In two
The cymbals
large black rases heavily
stencilled with the word
Pilot- disappeared from

Tour looks set for autumn
PIDPWADP

STEVIE'S

AN HOUR long film
of the Osnionds In
concert Is to be
she WTI on the BBC,
and the brothers

look set to tour
Britain in Septem-

Includes Isaac
Hayes, father

George Osmond and
Andy Williams who
Grammy Award, - gave the brothers
Amerlcn's musical
their first big break
real, a lent of Oscars.
They are: Best Male on his TV show, and
ONDER haft
been nominated for seven
N

Vocalist (for Full -

fittingness' First Finale);

Best R&B Vocalist
(Boogie On Reggae

Woman); Beat B&B Song
(Lavin' For The City and
Tell Me Something
Good): Producer Of The

Year (Fullflllingness
First Finale) and Album

Of The Year, artist and
producer (Fullfillingness
First Finale.
The winners will be
announced an March 1.
Last year Stevie picked
up five awards.
He has been spending
much of his time lately In
the studios, though he did
recently yam with the
Pointer Sisters In the
States.

More
Chi -dates

likely to

is

be

screened at Easter.

Their tour is the second
that has been set for this
year. A tour scheduled
for this month had to be
cancelled at the last
minute because there was

,

seen playing with

Average White

ites, poised to
hit the charts with their
Toby single, have had
TINE (1,1-L

their first UK tour

extended and it will now
include a series of me.
ighter's and several TV
g uest appearances. width
are In the process of bring
Tinos used.
An extra cabaret date
at Llverptwl has also been
added. The Chi-Liles wW

f

I

making their first film
which will run for an hour
and a half. Details are as
yet unknown.

Johnston appeared on the
stele of the stage bringing
a

standing ovation from

the audience.

Trade Hall

on

Thursday.

The band were preparing to close their

Warner Bros.

Music

Show set when Elton John

and

guitarist Davey

tween piano and front stage vocals whilst Davey
took on the role of lead

r'

?*z.

(doubling at the city's

American tour with
Stevie Wonder who wrote
their slrfgle Tell Me

`\wv
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idle
Alan Priee'a movie
ballad for the soundtrack of
h is picture AlOe Darling

scheduled for

release in the Spring. The

her

neat Uncle

-

side of
Just

to

years after her chart
sorteo. with the original
B aeharaeh
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BOLAN flea

Into

Landon on Tuesday for a five
- day prosaWosal visit to

Britain.
He arrived from Monte

Chet. la spend several days
mixing tracha for T. Reis
lortheomias album, rip Gun
Boogie, whit
an

h

February 7,

ahould to out

EXTRA NA-AAT
SIIA NA NA sin now May

three dates during thatr
Brash visit. liammrrsnuth
(Neon (January ^-s) Sir.
mingem Odeon (27); Heavy
Steam Machine, Hanley

(Li).
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everyone a chance on this
paper so we're going to
introduce you to a very
fine young man who's
going to go far. His nettle
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isn't Gary Glitter's son
and any' resemblance

Faces, ATV

,Pall,

,1'1M4"vry,

he
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Chrome MnMewlMeen
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Ile's cam all the way
from Landon to be with

A
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Sheen and he's

Make Me

',

I

,,..

eatChem,.
Bruel8In Chem,.M

between the two Is psuely
coincidence and berrettas
that
t sincerely. So H
you think he's going to be
big, big, big to '75 and you
want to do your bit to
make him a star send In
your slaws to Louie Sheen.

CARNEGIE KEN

KEN BOOTHE left leaglaad
this week to fly to Arm -rice
here he is lopping the billet
New York's Carnegie Ilan,
Saturday night on a seal
reggae bill.
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the latest find on
Opportunity Knocks.

MARC FLIES IN

MARC
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the Edgar Broughton'
Band and Mike Meatier
has had his [700 Gibson
J200 guitar taken.
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ALF BACK
CELLA BLACK ha recorded

be the A

at Fairfields flail,

vv1

S

w; nnt

Doobles plus Elton

sill

no

Chanel?, h,ambl

programme on Saturday.
The special was Mused In
Los Asgeles le September
1574 and Is the first
opportunity British me
dienres have had of seeing
his performance oa the tour.

which Is

(24).

appearances between

YOUR 1111441E

neat

--

Usher

Are You, Last week, will
be making several TV

ENGRAVED

E
BOWrprogramme
AN HOUR long
of Bowie during his Diamond
Dogs tsar of the Stales and
Canada will be screened by
BSC 2 In their Omsihus

song

tour

leased a new single YOU

tour has had one dale added
to his Illoery. II Is 11011 City
Halton March 9:

venue).

W

now and the opening of his

Apollo, Glasgow (Is):
Hall, Edinburgh
(19); Wakefield Theatre
Club (21 and 22); Winter
Gardens, Bournemouth
(23); Dome, Brighton

O'Sullivan, who re.

AB but Jirnniy Ica had
return to WNverharnp
to get a change of

Noddy Holder said
later' "For the return of
the cases and their
contents I am willing to
substantial repay
ward.
Thieves have also
stolen a blue mini
regiatration 41S FNX
belonging to Arthur
Grant, bass player MU

De Watford Ball, Icier..
lee (10); ABC Hull (17);

year.

NEIL SED.4KA, who arrives
in Britain In early February
for his longest - ever British

cymbal.

clothes

Croydon on Marche.
The tear dates are:

Palladium dates last

Something Good.

.

.'

o,^

Theatre Restaurant
throughout the week from
Sunday February 2

completed a massive four
month Coast to Coast

the

ton

Carlton Theatre, Dublin
for two years In March.
and 6); Capitol
The 17 dates include lee (March 5
Cardiff (Ii);
concerts in Dublin and Theatre,
Manchester (9
Blighty's,
two in Scotland.
and l0); City Hail,
He will be accompanied Newcastle (III; South.
by a 10 -piece band Instead port Theatre, Southport
of the 24.plece orchestra (12); New Victoria
he used on his last lour Theatre, London (14);
and for his London Odeon, Birmingham (15);

recently

The band

alongside Doubles Tom
Johnston. Pat Simmons
and new recruit Jeff
(Steely Dan) Baxter.

4

S. A.

the U.

to

GILBERT O'Sullivan begins his first British tour

week and their two
previous albums, Rufus.
and Rags To Rufus, have
already gone platinum In

been

In this Instance It was sullcaaes which were stolen
from the boot of the band's touring Rolls Royce
Phantom.
Slade gave a midnight preps reception for Flame at
Leeds Merlon Centre last Wednesday night and when
they returned to the car found that the boot had been
prised open, and cases containing stage rlathss and
personal effects were missing.

Gilbert's exile ends

Refusized Is released this

guitarist number four

1

headline at Altinson's

Ellis for what will be
Rufus' first visit to
Britain.
Their new album

rash

OPEN ADD
SHUTPilot'*CASE
m

disappearing
the heels of
cornea the Cane of Slade'. Clothes.
110T

RUFUS FOR BRITAIN

Band, caught up
A grand plano was
with the Doobie wheeled In and the
plus Elton and
Doubles
Brothers this week.
rocked their way
Britain's foremost Davey
through Without You
pop star joined them before returning with
for the closing half- encores of China Grove
hour of their show at and Road Angel.
Elton alternated be-

Manchester Free

I

#

them
were

...AN

1

I

THE OSMONDS' also making film
tlnot enough time to make
all the necessary arrangements.
Earlier reports that the MUCH -LAUDED rock's soul band Rufus are planning
group might visit in June to tour Britain at the end of February.
or July were denied by
The band, which feature. explosive lead singer
their record company Chaim Khan, will play at least three major concerts
who said that September while they are here, as well as extensive radio and TV
was the most likely time.
appearances, It was announced this week.
At the moment the
The dates and venues are currently being setup with
Osmonds are engaged
the band's manager Bob

uest who?

ELTON JOHN, last

cymbals, returned
to the niudto. Pike
prepared to offer a
reward but leave
unable to locate
mystery man.

Ealing last Saturday.
On Wedn;sday a
mystery caller who
refused 'to reveal hie
Identity or any details
about the recovery of the

The film, previously =screened,

WONDERS

outside the Liveware
'Rehearsal Studio In

4 -

ber.

SEVEN
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BLACK
HIGH
PRICES

LATE NIGHT
The

gig

was

at the

Putman Hotel London.

Only minutes before the
group arrived, the front of
the hotel had been
sprayed by machine
guns.
Sweet Sensation had
been due to go on stage at
9.45 p.m. but arrived a
little late
just minutes
after the shooting.

-

BLACK OAK Are.. are to headline at O
Rainbow on February it
during a Iwo-week Belton
tour which open. N
l.an raster Unlverwlty

ESCAPE

It saved them from
possible Injury by terror
lstbtdieis.

Singer Marcel King

incident

said: "We got there the
same time as the police
arrived and were bundled
into the dressing room at
the hotel. At first we were
a bit too scared to go on
stage.
The manager said
they'd had a shooting

al

before.

the

February ti.

hotel

of

Instead of

900.

only

500

We were

very disappointed because it spoilt the show.

Police

were running
everywhere. "

41N1

"

bangle special
InterceptsTIIATS
the
Michael Bentine

Goon

who scored a

February I3.

DAVE MATTACKS

Is to

Ault

Fairport Convention after
five years as their drummer.
Ills last concert with the
band was al Fairfield Halts,
Croydon, In December. Ile
feels

needs

to explore
other musical directions and
to be available for session
work.
he

UNIQUE S A G
CUTS FOR BEER

She will be supported
by Sailor on all the gigs
except the one at the
Marquee.
The dates are: Guildhall. Portsmouth (February 15); Fairflelds Hall,

UNIQUE recordings will
he played for the first
time when Radio One
presents the Simon And

-

Croydon (16); Steam

DRUMMER QUITS

The
121);
(22);

a !deGarfunkel Story
part aeries about the U.S.
singing duo.
The cycle of one -hour
pop shows has been
written and produced by

Trade Hall. Manchester
(28); Cardiff University

presents the first pro.
gramme at I p.m. on
Saturday, February I.

Machine, Stoke Trent (17); Town
Birmingham (19);
Dome. Brighton
Colston Hall, Bristol

on

-

Hall,

Strathclyde University,
Glasgow (27); Free

Stuart Grundy, who

(March 1); Theatre

G nmdy recently visited
the States where he

Royal, Drury Lane (2).

LIVE
TOWER OF POWER

MANCHESTER Free

Trade Hall, looking like
some reclamation area
for the lost souls of

Woodstock, had

an
audible buzz going for the

headliners hours before
they came on. "You wait
until you hear' Little
Feat," was the lingua
11,1

t4

yf

b.,

sises'

a buzz saw

chopping logs. These
boys can really play and
once you get used to

Lenny Williams' pencil
thin voice, you realise

they've got it all. Their
act climaxed with a brass

were interested, but it
was Tower of Power who
drew folks back to their
seats. Quite simply: the
brass section is dynamite. Hot riffs and slick
licks punctuate each
number with the power

roar, the boys

legend: Tower Of Power:

sauntered

on

their leader Lowell
lengthy

preamble to A

Political
Blues.
Krrunch!! The

moment
Sammy Clayton's congas
synced in with Ken

Gradney's bass and

Richard Hayward's

reseed cow11,

Siaiesfollo,,o-j,

+o,a,..

`aoueds

o

drums, you knew they
were going to live up to
those albums. On top of
this heartbeat syncopa led

rhythm section,

Bill

Payne's plano rattles out
high-speed boogie riffs
and Lowell George growls
with his voice and slides
juicily with his slide.
That leaves the tasty Paul
Barrero
guitarist who
proved throughout this
set that wah wah and

-a

still be used
with individuality. In
even fuzz can

Tine tee sis,a.We kill 4. .9
'plan. crci,

Weq,,,l,ak áe yea Il .ek)eás7
te.ml re,.,l

tire

yet. Does the
Warners package herald

new wave? And how
long before the charts
a

recognise them?

~JOHNSON: SPEAK-

returning to a light sparkling stage with a
huge flag revealing the

á tine

a huge

best

through the audience George the spotlight for a

material for o hvndeed o(beens-Then Seed.

Europe

verve disappeared on
their opening number. To

l

la,ck,teilat',

-a

other words, the band
were in peak form to rip
through such classics as
Fat Man In The Bathtub,
Dixie Chicken, Rock 'ti
Roll Doctor, Atlanta, and
Sailing Shoes. Not only
that, the sound was as
tight and meaty as you
could ever wish for from a
rock 'n' roll band. A
standing ovation at least
was demanded, and got)
They returned to deliver
the truck driver's anthem, Wiilln' and, Inevitably, Teenage Nervous

Breakdown, and natural
ly they delivered with
infinite rock 'n' roll ease.
Su, another slick tight
band from America's

EASY, CREW

IT WAS a strange place
for a fairly respected
American soul artist to
make his British debut

-

not at all like the same
place in London
but it
did have the effect of
stripping aside any star
veneer he might hoped to
have gained through his
association with producer

-

Willie Mitchell.

The
resultant rawness should
have made things really
soulful With the help of a
more competent band

than the one stable -mate
Ms. Peebles suffered, Syl
to get the
audience testifying from
the beginning, though it
seemed obvious the place
was too small for him to
fully workout his soul
routine- More emphasis
on his blues singing (he's
a fine blues man) would
have made the event
more Intimate, but prob.
ably less rewarding for
the half -capacity au (hence. He worked hard

managed

through tracks from his
albums Back For

Of

recorded interviews with

and Art
Garfunkel. Listeners will
also hear unique record.

Paul Simon

Inge made at home by
Paul Simon while he was

writing Bridge Over
Troubled Water and other
hit sIngles.

,ill their major albu nn
will be featured In the
series, and the split in the
parmershlp after five
years of success will also
be examined.

ruary IS): Kureaal
Ballroom, Southend (22),
Greyhound,

Croydon'

(23); Steam Machine

Stoke (25); Oxford Pot
ytechnlc(26).

WIZZARD
DENY

SPLIT
DRUMMER Keith Smart
has quit Wizzard, but the
band deny they are
splitting up.
A spokesman for
Wlzzard, who are high to
the charts with Are You
Ready To Rock, said the
band were at present
rehearsing to change
their stage act and there
was no question of them
splitting up.
"Smart has left to
pursue an individual
raceer," the spokesman
added.

VIES...IL

West Coast, perhaps the

PETER HARVEY

f Here's the idea.Frst lee

t5o lours

Back To Oak land. Really
great band this!
Any doubts that Little
Feat might lack the same

1S_ lí

leaving

section walkabout

c lHE 15fiVi4 qAwC¡

Tl.v a ai 4ds'
Lk+e Tie all
fx.t.F
AAa. *LS prosdwn,yauSl.rally
s.a.lad
be

precision of

med bars where everyone
seemed to be smoking
dope, Warners cartoons
clattered away inside the
hall, amusing the few who

tieek111 adwItzitetes

sit

V1ES®

franca Inside the cram-

LITTLE FEAT/

Shenker

left, It's the Inimitable Ravi
Span
snapped with Goon and Sieeleye
friend Hari
lover Peter Sellers during
America.
Georgeson's recent trek acres
George, of course, Is the n e with the
heavy shades,hat an d kiss me' quick
badge..

SAILS IN
KIKI DEE.

on

not

NO

ONE KIKI
massive success on the
recent Elton John lour of
the States. Is to make her
first headlining tour of
Britain starting at London's Marquee Club on

All tick ate at lot
Rainbow will be at W
special price of El
Other dates Include
Liverpool Stadium (Feb

L, ,,

"When we went on
stage there was an

audience

i

OA

SENSATIONAL
SWEET SENSATION ar
rived five minutes lair for
a glean Sunday night and

r za t

A

Taste

Your Love and

Diamond In The Rough
but still came across as
someone without recognisable style and far (om
the top of his Craft, which
is a pity as his reputation
begged something much
better. Luckily the

highlight of the show was
his latest single Let
Yourself Go, a fine gutsy

song that left them
shouting for more, but at
times it seemed as if it
was going to he a close
thing.
b
seems toThe
have beenwhole puurt
together at short noUce.
Next time make it Blba's,
It's not so far to go.

DAVID 11A NOOCK

.IACKTIIE LAD
SOUTIIBANK POLY
COLLEGE concerts these
days usually seem to be
rather timid affairs, so It
was with some trepidation, and an adequate
stock of liquid retreat).
ment, (hall plodded down
to the Southbank Poly
last
Friday in search of Jack
The Lad
Despite a rather
lack of Imagination, grim
this
bunch
earned

of Geordie Looners
and

a
very lair received
particularly response,
to faster

BOOKIE BROTMF.RM/
RAINBOW
THE man said, how
can you follow Little Feat
AS

on a showing like that?
The man was Dooble

Brother Tiran Porter

as

Sunday afternoon at the
Rainbow, where despite
the glaring sun, It was

gloomy day for

the

Doubles.

After two Little Feat

encores, boos greeted the
dj when he tried
explain to the audleace
that the support hand had
to leave to make time for
the Doubles. And 'Tiran
Porter's soft voice didn't
help matters. His IM
troducUons were greeted
by cries of "speak UP.
and "can't hear you
But despite the demurs
Ruing effect this recepeel
must have had at des
band they played

regardless, trying

inject some life Into what
was from the outset a ken'
cause.

numbers such as Back
On
Road Again and
Home Sweet Home which
Incidentally, Ia their new

They opened with s
string of their best knee numbers like Witten r
The Music lo try and

Their rather attractive
brandse of Folk/Rock
emed to please everyone, even U "Everyone
only amounted to about
150 souls and for
once the
obligatory encore
did
seem Justified.

progressed It was beeam
log painfully obvioW ale"
the band were growing
Into an embarrassing

It's only rock and
but I like it even 1frollI
wouldn't lay out a couple
of quid for the privilege
of
jigging
t aft in my
front room!
ALAN EDWARDS

establish some Identi
flcation, but as the set

chore, and put (-

evening ahow half an ha -'r
behind t'boot
It Ls interesting l0 110
that the Doubles wssv't
due to play any landdates with Little Feat an.
this gig Neal) a tat
addition, Perhaps V '

knew something
didn't?
MARTINTIfoKP`
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The Warners' package
studio time. We need Q
time to develop eowtr
these other things alai al
a little more romplbyt
and have them cols off
then people will get t
general sense of what (t
group In into. "
So despite the fact
most people are p4hon to Little Feat on Ifs
fourth album, he reckr
there's "still a little left
come." For Bin too
hand is just a step,
stone towards great
musical sells/Um. µ
still taking lessons
practising Bach, and
hopes eventually to

LITTLE FEAT
By Peter Harvey

h5

ROCK

nTi

'n' roll

esPeradoes

r: DYLAN had to

oh them out
they played

L

York, Elton
was there

t

l

they played

lehester last

cá. yet all but a
ce' - .h few in thin
c.
try could bell
Little Feat to
b. the name of some

L _,ion love potion.

They've never had a hit
record y'see, so they are

slightly beyond the Pale,
but talk to a tea
muslclahs, especially

three who've toured the
States. Inevitably, almost by devine inspiration it seems, they
.Will spread the word
alrout Little Feat You
hear the name Lowell
George mentioned with
grave respect, Bill Payne
revered as a rock pianist
he even turned down a
regular spot with the
D.,obles. The whole band
is surrounded by musician's mystique, so not

-

plenty of people

Interested in the band too, but
like Bin Payne says: "1f
we had a hit single, it
would become an over-

night sensation situation "
After six years they're

entitled to their hit
aspirations and like most
unfulfilled bands, they
see commercial success
as a means to making

more diverse music.
Payne had to drag
himself off the Santa
Barbara beach and down
to L. A. before he got
involved in the music
business. Before he met
Lowell George It'd all
been down to a few small

bands and standing
ovations for his scholarly
piano recitals in the

school hall. Yet these two

founder members of the
band caused Feat to split
early last year.
"First of all I'd bead
with the band nigh on six
years," he recalls. "And
when you've been with
anyone that long, the

tensions are pretty

heavy. Both Lowell and I
are creative forces
the
surprisingly by the time. hand . , it was inthat
they got to play England kind of thing that had to
they were headlining the be met out, so the two of us
opening concert of the had to Come to a basic
Warners' Package, with- understanding as to how
out even the smell of a
it was going to work and II
commercial background.
it couldn't work we
J udging by the clamour
weren't going to dolt with
for tickets, there are each other. So we decided

film scores.

It wasn't going to work,"

laughs, "and said
'listen we got so many
1
offers on the side that are
really great' . , . "
Little Feat: Bill Payne far
The band split lasted a
few months while Bin that though. One was that
went out with the Boobies the group Itself
our
(he plays on all their - sense of commitment
albums) and Bonnie Rail, wasn't as great as it is
and Lowell went out with now. See when I first
Linda Ronstadt, Jackson started out I'd been
Brown, and spent some sleeping on the beach In
time with Allen Santa Barbara. I had
hair down to here, a long
Toussaint.
he

- -

people that we were
hanging out with and time
to think of what we'd
said. Basically because
we HAD said all that was
on our minds and a little
more; It allowed us to get
back together again."

The album which

followed, Feats Don't Fat
Me Now seemed to draw

its title from that

situation, but Bill says:
"The title happened
either right before or just
after the break. I mean

the band has been In a
somewhat desperate situation ever since I've been
in the group," his deep
note passing for a laugh is
full of Irony. "You know

'cause when you're

gettin' good reviews and
hey you guys are great'
and eh all this stuff, it's

really complimentary,

but for the longest time
there was no promotion.
There were reasons for

the invasion of
Manchester and
London followed by

major pincer

a

movement On the
principle capitals of
Europe.

f
t

1

sreee were gathering
mer a week preparing

indoctrinate tbk'

country with a rims brand
of music- If the re. elution
rotors all well and good.

fhahver happens

though

the Warner Brothers
package tour will hew

'somewhere in the region
sf ttao,iw a even B they sell

! all thesis dabs which
leave dose, and
n Mai str'-helm for the

[Abk

Brother, Little

so

be sufficient to guarantee
a `successful ret':n, with

back."

The clamour seems to

Dylan and Elton :Jading
the cult, the rest should
follow soon.

Star billing?
Before they left the

States the band had been

,playing support for

and Marshall
Tucker In San Fransisco,
They're concerned to

Montrose

reach headline status, but
only because It would
allow them time to stretch
outlive music. During this
tour, at least, they feel
unworried by the head-

lining situation. Hill

reckons playing on the
bill with Tower Of Power
is a real humbler. "They
were a real inspiration to
us and they may sit in
with us on Spanish Moon,

-

anything I'm really

... I,

I, enjoy it all

"I'll be honest," says really and I know the
band can play just about
13111. "I is a real honour to
have people like anything but because we

...

because that's
where It was at years ago
to -have
and still is

that

-that

musicians
you
respect. Aesthetically

you couldn't hope for any
more than to have those

type of people

be
Interested In what you're

doing."

That means he has been
pleased with the band but
the changes are coming
and will show upon the
next album. Feats Don't
Fall Me was a commercial enterprise
an

-

t-'

4

haven't reached a headline situation yet we don't
have time to go out and
throw out a wide range of
material. So that's what
we've been dohs'- We're
throwing all the púnches.
Feats Don't Fall Me
Now? We left off a couple
of. tunes because we were

thinking' In business

terms. We thought that it
would be better to hit
people with something a
little more relateable,
then there might be more
money to invest back into

-

rh

Characterises Little
Feat's sound, he so,
"It's easy stuff. It
wanna miss a note, Ill
miss It on purpose. Than
what I like about piayt
classical music, It silos
me to make rock at

or the music I enjoy, a
much more fun. I
really had to work at U tot
last couple of yean
though. It's not enough _

mean talent Isn't
everything, Van Dyke
I

Parks told me that
work at it from
different angles, -

e

a few

Payne admtla that Van
Dyke Parka has been an
incredible influence on
the whole band and w
own big influences are t e
Band, and earlier people
like Fats Domino,

When

they return

America, could

to

be

11111

and Lowell will gd
together to write a singt2

In the States tracks like
Atlanta. Dixie t Wien,
Strawberry Flats, and
Easy To Slip have no tar

On

thing'.

going to be

rock

failed.

certain, U they can crime
the charts. Little Feat le
password.

well feel and different
arrangements for dlftr
eat things. The Stirs de
the same thing, they lime
lot of harm and whaled
on a couple A their wade
but they don't do a W

.

it's

because

la

appropriate. Horns wee
used on the album jean iw

11's similar Wen
on a long that bass
synthesizer track.
percussion left and drib
It's just not feasible Wei

colour.

like
SI

is. t,hh

F

to do It

J.

Feat, Graham Central
Station, Itonaroo, Tower
of Power, Montrose
package were being
lornudated as far back as
u year ago.
At the staff HQ in the
Mont (Lim llutel, May
fair, Double drummer
John Hartman, wearing
age Shin waist trousers ea
long ago,

dragged himself iiway
from Use burly burly of
lounging at a sense lo
literate oo chair, light a
lag and have a word
about his band and thi'
package in general.
Find of at he talked
abut the ~hie Broth era oho darted tut some
five year.. ago.
"We weren't quite
club band, when we find

started we played

-

then?

f

By Martin Thorpe

b ea not

is

,°

DOOBIE
BROTHERS

opposed
s d

... She

_

bandits

Mayfair, plans were
being co-ordinated
with military precision last week for

time.

to rock
- to - relate 'n' roll album. 71íe -next
should be a development.
"I got a few tunes that
are not as rock
When we're In a'n'po r tty.
to headline more often,
Lowell should be spotjust
lighted a bit more
maybe himself alone on
stage with a few acoustic
numbers, and I've got
some material that is
pretty laid back. In other
words, I'm not really
interested In being known
as an American boogie
-.,band. I play it but It's not

easy

1;

, cgaloo
AT THE Warners'
War room, somewhere in deepest

-

everyhody's getting together. I only feel sorry
that Bonnie Rail couldn't
come out with us this

work better under
pressure. "

r

.and

recorded with us on
last album. That's what I
like about this tour

I
.

this time that they
the

I hope we can
great
work something out for a
tour later on this year. It
would be nice to come

beard and the same type
of values too. I wasn't
concerned with business
it frightened me a bit.
Now I realise It's all very
important and I know that

"So we had some good

..

left.

He net

at the age of five
no<
home in Ventura, Canis
nla, that he'd have
compete if he wanted fobs
better than the little
who played piano oar
the street. About /It
electrifying style that

in

The Doobie Brothers: John Hartman left.
into the sound we have
pizza parlours, It's like
playing In a pub only
now- I call it the roots'
really small. And in album like the old blues
America a pizza parlour albums, so that's our
would have a guy on a album. And things
microphone yelling out blended pretty fast the
numbers, take a ticket album right after that
and wall for your pizza.
(Toulouse Street)"
So you played your music
And how has the line -bp
and he'd keep telling
changed sLuce then?
you'turn it down, turn it "Well, we've switched
down' and 'pick up la' bass players (b Tiran
right in the middle of your Porter), added a drum-

song." '
That was five years
rem .° how has the music

evolved since then?
"The first album (The
Doobie Brothers) was

very, very archaic,

though we didn't feel it
wa-s at the time, but you
grow, you're proud of
everything you do. In
rwmparison to the albs lie,
out now- it was OK, but
those were the roots. You
could hear when every.
had) came from right
wiere. The guitar players
re very autnml, they
weren't quite blendlag

mer (Michael Ilossack
now with Sonaron) and

then added another
drummer (Keith Knurl.
son) when he left and now
added a guitar player

(Jeff Baxter front Steely

Dan)."

And what difference

has he made?

"Different colour, rill
fermi gui'ar work, like
adding a Jimmy Page.'
Baxter had guested
with the Boobies for quite

while before

he

definitely made the split
from Steely Dan. in fart
he used to be M a similar

7
position to Billy Payne
from Little Feat who has
played on all the Doobies'
albums. See what Hartman meant when he said
they were all related; and
what an obvious move it
was to get the package
together?

"We're all based out of
Sun Franaiaoo, wean live
together virtually, we all
knots each other and

we've all played ,tether
In the Stales, except for
Larry Graham of GrahamCentral Station.
"The whole thing was
planned six months to a
year ago. It's a big thing
and moneywlse we'll lose
a lot. We don't make any
mosey, we hardly make
anything at all, I mean
six hands, by bands that
would all go down as
headliners in the Stales. "
Even so, the fart Is thet
b the large ~hefty of
people in this country
none of the lands mean a

lot.

and

it

show,

the
strength of support
amongst the know].

cWgeable that they can
sell out the whole
The thing is though tour,

Ibis support

that

been
cultivated has,
mainly

through albums, so any
faults the bands make
stage should be picked ont
-up
quickoy,

'That's not always the
Case," reckoned John.
"Like Stevie Wonder
did
quite well here and
Stevie'., albums are
beauafuL an album ie
different facet of music,a
an album is put
in poeces like together
different
strokes of the brush
the colours brought and
out.

F,veryt ing's netie*i
as,
perfect and total sound.
and it's aim so, bnposrible
if you're s big binad

b
stick to it ou stage w11Á
electric equipment and
play.Do

the

type of places we
you rely a lot on fed

um

-b

stage."

But you are gels{
have to be ..refad
English audi nncwt
'Well the people le

Nip

States they're

loaner and room Mated
except for colleges She
they bring in he eee
and get very ilg.
"In England ill yell'
not known at the ISheht
It's very analyat*L inn ,
S it there and wain
You've got to be en y
lies, try le get
moving, bones dhrec
So do you WWI leell
pick up substaet1 end
ates from the her
make up Iv Wr in""

r

Iona?

-"We hope m. eel ea
albums, the Ewer=
market versus Arnim;
market. un Mae 7%sd
very, very
Genesis perhaps
,.are ,haler heady yr

lrp

not going lo mega
money here. thee'
that'omit rosary

r

shade: mar,. why at.
l' nglina hantds goes'

Anrrirn
a

time-"

for six

radar
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AFTER WEEKS of

conjecture over
Hoopla would split
or not, the news
finally came through
that Ian Hunter and
new -boy Mick Ronson were leaving the
hand to go their

band,

aeve,

g

now

,eyee

cons.

,

separate ways. -That
left Overend Watts
and Dale Buff in,
original members of

the

called the Hooplel?
MF: Well, we're tot
sure about that, that's the
most undecided thing at
the moment because
there's so many pros and

n

whether Mott the

,

i

q

tar

MT: Who actually owns
name Mott the

1J

the

arm,

.

.x ,

Hoople?

MF:

It we can have IL

Everyone we meet has a
different idea, but It
would be a shanty to
throw away the whole
thing. But it's going to be
different, it's not going to
be Molt the Hoople as It
was. Obviously there are
going o be similarities we
might play some of the old
numbers because I think
it's bound to be more
similar to the early Mott
The enthusiasm's there
again because it got a bit
lax. And Pete's been

4

plus

""r

Morgan Fisher, on
their own. So what
happens now and
why was it that a
band about to break
in an enormous way
In the lucrative

.

#.
tia

4%r

American market

.

*Oh'

came to an end?

Morgan Fisher
joined Mott
comparatively late

%re

who

in their career
reveals what made
the band tick

and

what finally and
ultimately led
to their split.

writing, he's written

entligna,.

about 12 songs in the last
month and they're Incredible. I mean Pete wrote
that one song on the
Hoople album Born Late
which a lot Of people
liked, which gave him a
he suddenly
real kick

a

definitely the

band was going to

split?

MORG.AN

FISHER: Well.
Ian had his

nervous break-

down, before the
English tour was
due to start, the

first

week In
November. We
cancelled the first
week, then it
transpired we had

to cancel the
whole tour

few weeks
Just rang us all
a

later. Ian
from New York and just
said 'look I can't go on'.
What could you say, I was
pretty shattered. There
were certain things In the
air which took the .. I
mean It wasn't a 100 per
.

cent shock.
MT: How far back had
these things gone?

Catalyst

MF; Well I think when
Bender left, a lot of the
spirit went out of the
band, because for all his
faults he was Incredible
as a catalyst. I mean I
hated him at first but
after three weeks me and
him were Like that, It's
incredible. And we were
thinking that Mick Ronson would be the Ideal
combination of Bender

and Ralphs. the best of
both worlds. I mean
Ronno was good, he was a
great bloke and he was
really good oil stage, but
he's too professional in a
way. We would go out to
supper after a gig and it
turned into a business
discussion, which for us I think we need to let loose
a bit. But that's the way
he Is, the Mainman way of

thinking.
MT: Do you think
Hunter had it in his mind
to

split when Ronson

joined?

MF: Well, when Bender
left, put it that way.
Before Ronno joined Ian
was having thoughts, he
was writing a lot of stuff
which could have been the
next Mott album but he

-he

realised

MARTIN

THORPE: When
did you know

be,

he thought that it
wouldn't work with Mott.
But his ambition was to
let Ronno in when Ralphs
left, but he was well into
his solo career by then.
But Ian does sort of get
Infatuated with people
from time to time, I mean
you've seen the quote 'It's
me and Bender for life'. I
mean that was fine, It was
true, they had a great
empathy on stage, but I
think towards the end his
faults started showing. I
think Bender decided he
wanted to do something
by hlmseif anyway, he
learned a lot from Mon in
two tours, in a brief space
of time.
MT: Did you feel there
was going to be a spilt in the camp as soon as
Ronno joined?

MF: No, no, it was
great, on the contrary, I
mean we were really up in
the air about It. But we
did the European tour
which was a bit of a

disaster organisation
wise anyway, which
didn't-help.

I mean when

Bender was in the band it
was just madness all the
time whatever was going
on, you could never get
off. but it quietened down
a bit with Ronno, It was
more of a professional,

thoughlout thing. But we
hadn't dune much any

way before he joined. We
came back from America
in June and we'd been off
the road for about three
months so we were a bit

down anyway. So it's not
as If we were up in the air
and then Ronno joined
and brought us down, we

were all a bit quiet
anyway.
MT: So what actually
split the band?

Introverted
MF: There were a
million different things,
Ian decided he wanted to
go on a slightly different
line musically and we
were of the opinion that
the songs'were getting a
bit too Introverted.
mean Ian's songs are
mainly written from fact,
he writes directly from
1

experience.

They were

successful in certain

fields with certain people
who could identify with
specific things, like Alice
the New York whore, who of stuff, which I liked, but
doesn't necessarily apif it comes down to It I
peal to everyone. But Ian 'think I prefer One of the
dominated the band Boys and things like that.
purely because he wrote
MT: Did you think that
so much good material.
Bathe time?
not necessarily because
MF: No, at the time I
he wanted to.
didn't.
MF: Did you resent
MT: You accepted his
that?
songs without saying
MF:' No, no we didn't, anything?
but he sort of dominated it
MF: Yeah, they seemed
and we used to egg him really good at the time.
on, encourage him and
Well I still think they're
nobody felt the need or good but it's just that you
desire to write. In fact I can't go on very long
think it'll do him good and doing those kind of songs do us good in the long run,
Leonard Cohen can.
because Mott was getting
MT: Do you hold
a bit kind of doomy
anything against Ian and
towards the end. Ian's Ronno for splitting up the
songs were. which is
band?
another point. I mean
MF' No, I mean the
Marionette and that kind Waal shock made me

:

think, you

fe Is

.;hboyr I

.
., but no. I
can see his reasons. It's

MF: Oh, of course he
did, that's how strongly
felt about IL

can't
put the guy down, you've
got to do what you've got
he

So I

to do.

MT' Looking' at it I
suppose Saturday Gig
was a fitting epitaph.
MF: Yes I suppose so,
pity no-one bought tt.
MT: I thought it was
one of the best singles
you've done.

MF: Well

this

Is

another thing that made
us think, because Queen
had got to number one
and Bad Company as
well. It wasn't Jealousy. It
was Just a state of affairs
we had to reckon with.
and 1 think Saturday Gig

he's been on crutches for
five years and you take
them away and he's
alright No, that sounds
bad, I mean It sounds like
I'm putting Mott down
which I'm not, I'm putting
Ian down.
MT: You think he was
that domineering?
MF: No, he wasn't

domineering,
'

Hunter off England

anyway, completely. But
we can't ignore England,
that's where we're from.
MT: So what are you
doing?

MF: While I was

wondering

what I was
going to do I went off and
did a film score for a
science fiction film, but
Pete and Buff right from
the start were going to

stay together, and
wasn't sure, I didn't
commit myself. I just
can't think any any bands
I'd like to play with after
1

,

Mott, who is there? But
the three of us have been
doing these demos for

Ourselves and we're

looking out for a couple of
people to join us.
MT: Have you got
anyone in mind as
singer?
MF: Nobody definite
yet, we had about 100
people phone up but there
are quite a lot of good kids
around. Actually I think
we would like someone
pung, we've had offers
from a few people o! note.
but I thank three old lags
In the band is enough.
We'd like some kid who's

itching to get to America,
I mean we can sort him
out, we can tell him what
not to say so long as the

enthusiasm's there.
MT: Are you going tobe

do

everyday, they're lust
coming out of him. it's like

e

got to number 41 or
something. We thought it
was an instant smash
gold record, so we had to
sit back and think about
that one. I think tt put

.

just that it couldn't have
happened ata worse time,
speaking from a purely
financial point of view.
As I say It wasn't totally
unexpected, there were
certain things that led up
to It. Just the timing
couldn't have been worse
'because we were about to
become enormous in
America. We were going
to do Maddison Square
Garden and things like
that. If it had happened
six months later we would
all have been in a much
better position, including
Ian. We would all have
been a lot richer for a
start, a lot bigger and that
me off ablt. Iwent
into a bit of a shell.
MT: Dld he realise
what he was giving up?

.could

things and when lan left,
Pete exploded into action.
he never went out of the
house, I couldn't believe
it. He's writing songs

'It couldn't have happened
at a worse tíme'
didn't think It would

I don't think

anyone actually owns the
name. I mean if we want

he

Just

wrote so much good
material that In a way we
got to rely on him, like for
example if you have a

band with an Incredible
guitarist and you're a
bass player who plays

guitar

as well, you Just
wouldn't bother.

MT: So are Pete's songs
as good as Ian's?

MF: That's

a

matter of

opinion, but they're
different.

They're all

upper songs which reflects the muorl of the
baud. They're slow songs
but they're not duomy,
very melodic. Buff In like
them, and If you can
please Boffin you can
please anyone. We've
booked time in March In
the studio basically with
the three of us as a
nucleus to begin with.
We'll do an album and
maybe some gigs in

Britain and
Europe.

a

few

in

MT: Do you think you'll
keep the Mott fans?
MF: We're bound o
yeah. We'll lose some
obviously, I just hope that
the Mott fans listen to all
of us, that's us lot, and Ian
and Bender. I mean
there's three bands now
where there was one,
MT: And If neither Ian
and Ronno or you make It,
do you thank you'll get
back together again as

Mott'

MF:

I doubt it. you

can't predict these
things. Like Mott was a
great sort of, what's the
word. saga whit* some
how came to an erd
Whether it catkin a' lot
a;am Is anyixne'ags
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HERE THEY are then, the results
of the poll that we ran at the end of
last year. As you can see, Slade
have emerged victorious, winning
four titles
our congratulations to
the Slade fan club for a great piece
of campaigning! And then David
Essex
this year's top male British
vocalist, while old Elvis goes from
strength to strength and takes the
number one spot as international
male vocalist. Our thanks to you for
the thousands of poll coupons that
poured in - see if your vote got your
favourite act to the top.

-

-

British
rilIALE

4
5

6

7 Cockney Rebel
8

9

10

'tier

STAGE ACT

Pilot
Peter Shelley
Splinter

2
2
4

GROUP
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10

Slade
Bay City

Mud

1

4
5

6
7

8
9

10

10

Rollers

3

5
6
7

8
9

10

Olivia Newton -John

Far, Far Away. Slade

2
3

Gonna Make Your A Star. David

7
8
9

1

¡ NEWCOMER
1

2
3

Sparks
Queen
Leo Sayer

2

1

3
'4
5

6
7
8
9

Gary Glitter
Sparks
Showaddywaddy
T. Rex

Elton John

Noel Edmonds

Pilot

1

Johnny Walker
Tony Blackburn

Jimmy Savile
Dave Lee -Travis
Emperor Rosko
Paul Burnett
Tony Prince

2

Hello

3

Queen

Splinter

4

Bay City Rollers
Ace

5

6
7
8
9
10

Kid Jensen
Kenny Everett

Sparks
Sweet Sensation
Cockney Rebel
Bachman Turner -Overdrive
'

°
r

2.511

`

Tiger Feet. Mud
Banging Man. Slade
Everyday. Slade
Teenage Dream. Sweet

r*

You Again.

(ALBUM

Dana Gillespie

Johnny Walker Show
5 Round Table
6 My Top 20
7 All There Is To Hear
8 Savlle's Travels
9 Tony Blackburn Show
10 Fluffs' Show

Queen

Essex
This Town Ain't Big Enough For
The Both of Us. Sparks
Band On The Run. Paul
McCartney and Wings.

Three Degrees

Suzi Quatro

10

Killer Queen. Queen

10 When Will I See

Lynsey De Paul

Kiki Dee
Cilla
Lyn Paul
Lulu
Maggie Bell
Polly Brown

6
7
8
8

1

5

LSLNfiEll.-.I
2
3
4

4
5

SINGLE

6

D. L. T. Requests

3
4

(TIP FOR '75
2

('FEMALE

Bay City Rollers
Mud
Bowie

Sparks
T. Rex
Roxy Music
Cockney Rebel
Sweet
1

Elton John
Rod Stewart
Gary Glitter
Cliff Richard
Marc Bolan
Bryan.Ferry
Alvin Stardust

Top20

2

Queen
Wings

Noddy Holder
David Bowie

4

1

7

8
9

David Essex
2
3

5
5

Noel Edmonds Show

1

Slade

1

1

Sweet Sensation
Bay City Rollers
Hello

I

1
Paul

Band On The Run.
McCartney and Wings
Old, New, Borrowed, Blue. Slade
Rollin'. Bay City Rollers
Tubular Bells. Mike Oldfield
David Essex
Kimono My House. Sparks
Mud Rock. Mud
Smiler. Rod Stewart

r

i-,7

,

7

Psychomodo. Cockney Rebel
Brick Road. Elton John

10 Yellow

Y

c

-t-

0

1

9

or'o:
5

rOST OUTRA7-£011

5
7

PERSONALITY
1

2
3
4

5
5

7

9
10

Bowie
Steve Harley
Ron Mael
Dave Hill
Noddy Holder
Roy Wood

4

5
6
7

SINGLE
George

2

McCrae
Sad Sweet Dreamer.

3

When Will I See You Again.

4

10

You Make Me Feel Brand New.

The Stylistics
Everything I Own. Ken Boothe.
You're The First. Barry White
Can't Get Enough. Barry White

Sweet

8
9

10

Starduüt
That'll Be The Day
Remember Me This Way
The Sting
The Exorcist
Take Me High
Confessions Of A. Window
Cleaner
Born To Boogie
Enter The Dragon
Floyd At Pompeii

Abba
Wings

Stylistics
Carpenters

rÑiTIME'

Top Of The Pops
Old Grey Whistle Test
Monty Pythons Flying Circus

NEWCOMER
1

Off

Planet of The Apes
Morcambe and Wise

7

1
1

Sensation

ration

FILM
2
3

Rock Your Baby.

7
8
8

4 45
5 Lift
6

Gary Glitter
Elton John
9 Alice Cooper
10 Leo Sayer

1

What Becomes of The Broken
Hearted. Jimmy Ruffin
Rock The Boat. Hues Corpo-

2
3

7
7

'yes

8
9
9

1

2

M. A. S. H.

3
4

Geordie Scene
Saturday Scene

5
6

7
7

International

9

9

Sparks
Three Degrees
George McCrae
Bachman Turner -Overdrive
Queen
Ken Boothe
Andy Kim

Gary Shearston
Abba

Carl Douglas

rMWLE
1

2

Three Degrees
Hang On In There Baby. Johnny
Bristol

3
4

-

5
6
7
8
9

9

`

SINGLE

'1111:tipi
Elvis Presley

1

Bowie

Love Me For

Osmonds

David Cassidy
Stevie Wonder
Donny Osmond
Noddy Holder
David Essex
Elton John
Barry White
Marc Bolan

When Will

3

You Ain't Seen Nothing Yet.

4

7
7
9

9

Diana Ross
Suzi Quatro
3 Olivia Newton -John
4 Marie Osmond
.5 Karen Carpenter
6 Carole King
7' Kiki De e
8 Lynsey De Paul
8 Sylvia
10 Joni Mitchell

Reason. The

2

5
5

ÍY

A

I

Three Degrees

See You Again.

Bachman Turner-Overdrive
Annies' Song. John Denver
Seasons In The Sun. Terry Jacks
This Town Ain't Big Enough For
the Both of Us. Sparks

Rock Your Baby. 'George
McCrae
Band On The Run. Paul

McCartney and Wings
Waterloo. Abba
Killer Queen. Queen

1

2

¡ ALBUM..
1

2
3
4
5

6
7

Band On The Run.

1
Paul

McCartney and Wings
Tubular Bells. Mike Oldfield
Old, New, Borrowed, Blue. Slade
Kimono My House. Sparks
Diamond Dogs. Bowie
Elvis Presley's 40 Greatest Hits
The Singles 1969-1973. Carpen-

ters
Rollin'. Bay City Rollers
Three Degrees
10 Caribou. Elton John

W

8

9

10

c°

( GROUP
1

2
3
4
5

6

Slade

Sparks
Osmends
Three Degrees
T. Rex
Rolling Stones

7

Fulfillingness First Finale.

Stevie Wonder

ÍMISLLAOOS
FASHION IDEA OF THE YEAR
Bay City Rollers
BRITISH AND INTERNATIONAL
MUSICAL INFLUENCE
Bowie
MUSICAL EVENT OF THE YEAR
Elton John at Watford F. C.
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DURING THE

course of two years,
David Essex has
achieved a unique
level in his supreme

British

singing and- acting

who In turn didn't hear a
word. David stormed off

the Year

boys of

stage looking for

more than anything
else," David sigh*. ' I
showed him up in frrntol

careers. Having

i

gained a string of
nominations and titles for creditable
efforts and perform

ances throughout
last year, it seems
only fitting that he
should be voted by
our R&PM readers,
as the British Male
singer of 1974.
Relaxing after a
scrumptious meal in
a tres chic restaurant, David turns
casually and ex-

claims: "That's

ESSEX OWNS UP
fairly easy going soul,"

Stardom means freedom for David Essex. He
says: "I can do exactly
what I want, to a certain
extent People are more
prepared to take what
sounds like a crank
scheme from me, than.
they are from Joe Bloggs.
"I don't feel like a

star,"'he

stardom way of life is by

eating out in flash
restaurants. "I find that

quite amusing," he grins.
"Entourages create pandomonlum," he continues. "It's so easy to shift
the fulfilment from within
yourself to an outside
means. Once you start
shifting your sights from
the creative aspects, to
money, houses and cars,

continues.

"Just because

I

am

successful in what I'm
doing doesn't make me

wonderful news! I'm any better than a
really touched by plumber. I'd hate to even
that, specially as I give that impression!"

never think of

myself as a singer.
Every award surprises me; I love
them all!"

'I don't

feel like
a

star'

It's all very nice being
the possessor of hit
singles, albums, two films
and a stage musical until.
like David you realise
that virtually every field
of entertainment has been
accomplished.
"After the tour was
over," begins David. "I
realised I'd lost the drive
In every area
But on

reflection 1'd only
scratched the surface. I
had achieved

such

a

on much in
short time that I

as left with nothing else
to aim for. Then I settled
on a fusion of all these
things; one entity; one

stage celebration. It'll
probably be the biggest
flop, but that will be good

because it

everything

will put
Into per-

spective and I can start
all over again!"
The enormous success
surrounding the East
End's greatest star was
one thing David never

Imagined. "The Ironic
part is that I never

wanted to besinger or
an actor, or for want of a
better word, a atar. I
wanted to bee drummer;
I had to be a musician.'

However, there is a vast- then your downfall
difference between David begins. That person will
Essex and the plumber
be working for the wrong
the encroachment on reasons.
privacy. "That is hard to
"I can handle success
come to terms with!" .to a degree, but I will
agrees David. "It hapnever get to the state of
pens a lot I sit in my
latching on to material
room and look over possessions. I don't care
towards the door to see if I haven't got a house or
girls peering through the a car- I've got my Ilttle
letter box. It is annoying girl and my wife!"
but then I'm prepared for
David's marriage, In
it wherever I go but not all honesty, hasn't been in
in my own front Mom!
the slightest way affected
"I must have one of the by the glamour and
most publicised faces in
hassles which come with
England, yet 1 still go being the most popuwherever I want to. I
don't worry about walking down the street
because I will not let my
life style suffer."
-

-

-

"But there are
areas which really drive
he says.

Interview by Wendy Hodgson
larised artist of today. He
keeps his working and
social life quite apart
from one another but:
"It's hard not to talk
about my family, because
I think the world of
them!" he smiles.
"I would never have
married Maureen if she

wasn't understanding,
aware and sensitive. She
knows that I have a
double love affair with
both her and my fans. I
keep my

business problems to myself; I don't
lean on anybody. That
way I can keep both my

lives separate.

"Most important to me
is my little girl. I can

honestly

say, with due
respect, that If she asked
me to take her to the
swings now, I wouldn't be
sitting here with you. One

must gel their own

priorities right "
Verity is three - years old, yet she has a

me

remarkable 'influence on
her daddy. David listens
to everything she has to

say.

Asked if his

daughter should want

'

him to step down from the
he replied: "I'd
certainly think about it,
even more so than if my
wife asked me to,qult the
business. Dads listen to
their daughters more
than their wives don't
they?"
stage,

The Essex family live a

simple life. "We like old
things," says David. "We
tend to buy junk and that
doesn't oat much. I've
tried to be as real as
possible. I've come from
a real background and
have always cherished

that "

There is another side to
the simple living yet fun

loving David Essex.

While nothing in the
business frightens him,
he admits his own person
worries him.
am a

'I

berserk.

punched

and

have
thrown

I

people before now yet I
can't say what makes me
do it. I suppose it's a
multitude of events which
have been bottling up
Inside me until all of a
sudden they explode.
"I'm not a consistant
person. I'm temperamental, but not to the silly
stage. A tiny incident will

Unlike most other

fans?

"Perhaps it's all

down

to the way my kneesr buy
together," he laughs
"I'm knock - kneed
Seriously, I hope It's

because they like my
music. What I write le

different.

"My

fans certainly

ation arose during a
performance of Godspeti
only this time David's
moves were cool and
calculated. It was the

brother. Maybe I have s
school teacher imago
Perhaps the guru see in.
as how they'd like
boyfriends to be.
glair
Thabe boyfriends to Olra
are
le to Identify wit

of the evening
and the microphones

-

quality does he pauses to
acquire so many Idolising

aren't yobos!"

first act

admits he'd feel embar
rased sitting in the back
of a Rolls Royce. The only
way he lives up to his

many people, and he was
only a little 'un too. If it
was someone bigger I
wouldn't have done It "
David is frank and in
the point, sympathetic
and honest He has the
charm and a very cheeky
grin which shines after
his every answer. He's
not an ogre! But whet

spark off a completely nut
-case reaction."
An instance of an Essex
frenzied state occurred
during the recent tour.
The light operator did not
add some circles effects
but after the show he
apologised. "But he did It
again!" David booms.
"Only he didn't bother to
apologise. I went beserk.
I got hold of him, picked
him up and said' What's It
all about? People are
paying money to see this
show and you're not doing
your job!' Then I banged
his head against the wall.
I was deeply sorry
for It
afterwards and apologised to him!"
A more drastic situ-

famous names, there are
no entourages surrounding Essex. He doesn't
own a private plane and

the

Stage Manager- He found
him and knocked him out'
"I regret that move

broke down. The cable
microphones didn't work'
either so it was a case of
shouting at the audience

Confessions -of a Queen
Freddie Mercury
'Our make-up stays' say the Glitterband
MARC: Zipped up and ready to boogie ?
PLUS: 'I'm the
And a great new
world's lousiest lover'
series on the
by Gilbert O'Sullivan
bands of the Outure
All in next week's issue Order your copy now!

he re-

marks adamantly. 'They
are a different class el
people. They are sent
live, generous and simply
great people.
"I don't know If they
lank to me as an older

'I've tried
to be as

real as
possible'

They know

me.

Jack the lad: I dm'
think they regard measa
pouftel I think they to
that I can have a go d
want to. They kna'
where I come from aid
don't think that I Ira

-

them

off.

My

muse

betwar-

us too. The mumumsass
dads don't think I'm 91.
outrageous,
gre
1974

forgotten
Essex!

eo

It'

will never

It

a^

by Darr
has beer'

pushed aside for the an
°bet fig while thla

gr

prepares for ano''
frutthJ year, expand -d

and succeeding In tY
various paths which
ahead of
wI

risscdthany

nrlirt

appamrent vaarmv

prosperity,

let's

David has as much b© not more, dinerg'-'-year's pill
1970. Only
wW tell!
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Thanks for everything,
best wishes to everone for'75

'Slade In Flame- A Book, A Record, A Film

Fan Club
Slade
London W1A
Box No.
4SF

4SF

Why not be more involved with Slode by ¡owing their
very own Fon Club.
Upon membership you get a biography written by
SLADE themselves! With complete Discography and "SLADE
FACTS; plus o Disc with messages from each of the boys,
and the music that hos made them Super -Stars, This is oll
contained in o super colour glossy folder. Members will also
receive a 2 -monthly Newsletter, with lots of pictures: News,
Competitions, and an article from SLADE. Each Newsletter
can be put into your folder so you con build up your own

personalised SLADE Magazine. You also get lots of free
goodies, and the chance to buy super SLADE offers at
special reduced rates.
If you would like to become o member, then please
send a stamped, addressed envelope to the above address,

for your application form.
I look forward to you becoming o member.

DIANA
Secretory to Slade

The film'Flome' is o VPS/Goodtimes Production. Book to be published by

RECORD Et POPSWOPMIRROR, JANUARY' 25,
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British Group Of The Year
Stage Act Of The Year ... International

SLADE

IF YOU want something to relieve

the boredom of those dismal nights
by the fireside, go and see SLADE
IN FLAME when it comes to your
local fleapit.
Flame is tantamount to Slade on
stage as there's plenty of live action
from the lads who perform most of

the songs

KEEPING
ME FI
NINO

from the Flame

soundtrack album.
It isn't, however, a

chocolate box movie

with mamby-pamby characters or a happy
ever - after ending. The story's about the rise
and fall of a pop group and the dirty doublecrossin' wheelin' and dealin' that goes on
behind- the-showbtr- scenes.
Four letter words and a fistful of violence
are apparent throughout the 90 odd minutes, showing realistically the cannibalism that
goes on behind those glittery facades. It's
obvious that comparisons between this and
Stardust will be drawn, but if you're
expecting the same sort of lavish production,
forget It.
Slade tells the facts more simply, straight
forwardly (and no doubt more cheaply) than
the Essex extravanganza, and in many ways
comes off better for doing so. But that's for
you to judge.
-

' Part
of the management's publicity
campaign Is a rigged attack on Radio City
which gets them in the news. Another is
having their first publicity photos done In a
fire station (suggested by Stoker to his
publicity officer in jest), and the craziest
gimmick of all is a mike - cum - flame
thrower operated at the flick of a switch.
By now internal pressures are mounting.
The group are disenchanted and disillusioned
with the pseudo life -they're being forced to
lead. Stoker and Paul are constantly at
loggerheads as they both struggle for total
control of the group and the remaining
members are swiftly put in their place by the
cock -sure Stoker if they step out of line. "Get
back in goal, goalie," he tells Charlie.
Undoubtedly something's gotta give
and
Indeed it does- As in all true - to - life scripts
the ending isn't exactly a rosy one.
Taking Into account the fact that Slade are
novices to the trade, their performances are
convincing enough
Noddy's and Don's
especially. There's some first class acting from other members of the cast particularly
from people like Alan Lake who portrays a
snivelling, shivering clammy little yes-man
as If the part was tailor-made for him, and
Tom Conti is superb in his role as Seymour.

Sabotage
The story begins with two rival groups
trying to out-do each other. Jack Daniels and
the D. T. 's comprises Paul (Jim Lea) ; Barry
(Dave Hill): Charlie (Don Powell) and Jack
Daniels (Alan Lake). Jack sabotages the

rather macabre Roy Priest and the'
Undertakers act by locking their lead singer,
Stoker (Noddy Holder) in his stage coffin.
After the show a cat and mouse car chase
takes place resulting in a bizarre crash which
lands both groups In jail. Conveniently, Paul
and Stoker, the unoffical leaders of their
respective bands, wind up In the same cell,
and after their release Noddy replaces weedy
Jack Daniels and the group reform_ as The
Iron Rod.
The band's agent, Cockney gangster
Harding (Johnny Shannon), who makes most
of his money from fruit machines and
greyhounds, has always been doubtful about
the band's talent, so decides to leave them in
the lurch after their debut performance. But
not all is lost. Along comes a slick, easy talking exec called Seymour (Tom Conti) who
grooms the lads for super -stardom.

TE
J

-

-

'

The success of the film will largely be due to
its writer, Andrew Birk in, who has produced

HARDNUT HARDING giving Stoker some
friendly (1) advice after

a

performance.
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British Single Of The Year
Group Of The Year
AND NOW

witty and punchy dialogue and also
to Noddy'
Don Powell stood near the bar holding a
and Jim who have written the
gels very nicety with the film;music, which potent concoction with all the eas' of a docker
unlike
the enjoying a quick pint at his local.
music In Sta rdusl which was very
His
weak
In appearance contrasted drastically
comparison. Slade perform most of
with
the songs Charlie's, whose line
with their usual flash style and panache
in dress was the dandyso
ish looking silks and satins favoured
if you're a Slade freak its worth going
by many

-

to see
Flame purely for the music.
After the screening, a handful of journalists
me included
were whisked off to an
opulent London hotel where Slade
were
waiting (possibly a little apprehensively)
for
us to arrive.

-

-

showbiz starlets of the late sixties.
"Most of the clothes in the film were ours,"
he says. "except the lavish satin stuff.
The
scruffy old things belonged to us. Remember
the striped football shirt that Jim wore
the
film? Well that was mine, I nicked it atIn this
college we played at years ago, and the

Review

and

interview
JAN

t

ILES

...

bumpers were ours too, Y'know 1 can't get
used to wearing these high heeled boots
again," he says pointing to a pair of snake
skinned clodhoppers. "I reckon I'll have logo
back to wearing flats again. "
As far as the acting aide went, Don enjoyed
the experience.
"It was great," he says good naturedly.
"The part I played was like me in some ways,
although I think Charlie was thicker than I.
He's always dropping and breaking things
and he just kinds floats along and falls In with
the rest. They put in an extra scene with
Charlie and his old boss walking along the
water's edge discussing the prospects of the
already crumbling grdup just to show
everyone that he does have feelings and was
very distraught about the position he and the
group were In. Actually that's one of my
favourite scenes because it adds a lot of depth,
particularly to the part I'm playing. "
The dialogue of the film Is very
representative of a working class band;
there's no florid talk or out - of - date jargon.
although some scenes are full of blasphemy
(justifiably)
rude words haven't Just been

no attention to our music
whatsoever. "
Jim joins us, scoffing a rather anaemic
looking hamburger and tells me that the film
affected him In a very unorthodox way.
"After the shooting we did a tour of Europe,
There was this bloke to the crowd pulling
funny faces at' me outside a theatre in
Denmark, so I got out of the car and belted
him one. This kind of thing is completely out
of character, I'd never ever been violent up

paying

until then."
Jim admits he enjoyed making the film. "It
was good fin shooting most of the scenes,
except for a couple of scenes like one which I

had to kiss Noddy's screen girlfriend, and I
didn't really want to. The scene prior to that
was difficult for me too, It was very emotional
and I didn't want the director or anyone else

watching me, so the director stuck a camera
in the middle of the room and let me get on
with
-

it"

-

Wife swapping

put in for effect

Andrew Blrkin wrote the script and
travelled with Slade to America so's he could
get more insight into the life of a typical
British band.
"He always carried a tape recorder around
with him," remembers Dave. "Whenever we
travelled by car without Andrew he'd hide it
under the seat or something, but I'd always
find where it was hidden and say nice things
about him while the tape was running. "
In many respects Slade and Flame are
similar. The forming of Slade began In much
the same way. Originally there was Dave and

Don. They met up with Noddy who asked to
join them. Jim came later when they
auditioned fora bassist.
"The early days were identical to those in
the film. I remember playing in sweaty clubs
while couples were snogging in the corner,

Another difficulty was finding someone to
play Jim's wife Apparently they were
consideringJIm's own wife for the role, but he
didn't want her Involved with the film. "It
could've created difficulties off the set," he
says thoughtfully.
If any member of the clan is the scene stealer its ,dear ole Nod. He plays Stoker, a
sarcastic, quick witted hardnut with the gift of
the gab. His favourite scene In the film Is
when he and Paul (Jim) are holding a
conversation in a lift while a frumpish old
dear looks on disgustedly.
"I enjoyed that scene because it was so
natural. You know this kind of thing does
happen when you're In a lift with someone
else. They tend to look you up and down and
you know they're thinking rotten things about
ya

What did he think about the overall
production? "I liked Il
did you?" he asks,
looking at me right between the eyes.
I enjoyed It, m fact It was better than I
expected.
"Yeah same here," he returns. "I didn't
think It would be so good. I was a bit dubious
before I saw the screenings. "
How about the violent scenes.
Are kids gonna be shocked by them. Nod?
"Course not. They know what it's all about,
in fact I reckon they've seen more violence In
pubs and clubs where stabbings are a
common occurence so they're not gonna be
perturbed by our little bit of violence.
Anyway there's no blood or gory stuff so
nobody's gonna faint when they see It. "

-

l

Poll
Winner.
J
;17
)

FLAME at a fake birthday party (wonder
which one will blowout the candles?)

i
.

ia.1

Playboy

.

Will the film bring them more crisp paper
money to put Into their already bulging
wallets?
"It's hard to say. Some good films which
should have been phenomenal box office
smashes didn't do very well and yet some
really lousy films were very popular. It's lust
impossible to say whether Flame will be stilt
or not."
Which leaves us with Dave Hill, the working
class playboy, yob extraordinalre as
portrayed on (and off) the screen.
"The part I play Is a take -off of me. Some of
the scenes are so bloody truthful they're just
unbelievable. I'm the kind of guy who can get
round people, particularly older women, I
have this charm which turns 'em on.
Whenever the group need someone to blag for

a

ti+
A

f°

f

'em It's usually me. "
Dave confesses he's a yob at heart, even his
gold Rolls has a YOBnumber plate. There's a
scene in the film where Dave goes to a plush
car showroom hoping to buy a car. The
salesman takes one look at his appearance
and decides he hasn't enough money for a
pushbike, and thereafter treats him with
contempt.
"That scene is fairly representative of me. I
don't care what I do or say. I actually like
shocking people
it makes life more
interesting. There was I in this ritzy limo,
'trying out all the gadgets and the salesman Is
having babies in the corner, 'cos he thinks I'm

-

11*
4-1
Ilia

;Ill

a young thug.

"

Rumour has it that our current day
Valentino was the only member of the combo
who didn'thave any scruples about acting.
"It's true. I was really looking forward to
the challenge, I didn't worry about It for one
minute. Acting fascinates me. I've always
wanted to act ever since I saw old schmaltzy
Hollywood movies on telly. Fred Astaire was
my Idol, I thought he was fascinating!" .
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PAUL, LINDA
AND WiNGS
thank the readers of
Record & Popswop Mirror
.for voting 'Band On The Run`
Best British Album
Best International Album
and 'Band On The Run'
5th British Single
7th International Single
in the 1974 Poll Awards

prij

RECORD & POPSWOP MIRROR,
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THAT'S it then! The secret's
out! Two members of Pilot,
David Paton and Billy Lyle,
DID play in the Bay City
Rollers for about a year.
"We don't mind people
knowing now," said lead singer
and hit writer Paton. "But we
didn't like to say anything
before In case people thought
we were trying to cash in on the
popularity.
"Now we've shown we can make
our own we don't mind so much. " It on

'WE WERE ROLLERS'
tl

M

David joined the Rollers

a
replacement guitarist about six as
years
ago and stayed for a year. Billy joined
a little later and he stayed
a year as
well.

r,

CONFIDENT
"They said we left
we
couldn't take anymore, andbecause
that's true,
we couldn't take anymore,"
David
continued. "Mind you, I learnt a lot
from the Rollers, but It was nothing
musical."

It was obviously tired but quietly
confident Pilot lounging In manager
Nick Heath's house.
Stuart Tosh was happy because he
had retrieved his 1300 cymbals that
were feared stolen,
David Paton was over his strained
vocal chords that had put the band out
of action and forced them to cancel their
tour.
Bill Lyle was conserving his dry
humour and lead guitarist Ian Balrnson
was upset about the Musician's Union.
"We know the Rollers
fairly well and they're
O.K.," said David. "I E
don't know how they'll get
on now they've split with
their writers. Tell them
we've written a song they
could use. it's called

i-

R

xclusive Interview with the
group tipped for stardom

Boys Will Be Boys.

"

-Yeah, that'd be great
for the Rollers," agreed
Stuart.

So Pilot have been
tipped for stardom this
year by B&PM readers
but every year lots of
bands are tipped to make
it, few do.
"Oh, you see we're self sufficient," said David,
who's January Loon Is
streaking up the charts.
"Bill and I write'
separately and we're
getting separately credited

these days.

great writer,

Bill's

he can

a

write

funky stuff and more
commercial songs. He

CHATTING to Ron
Mael on the trans Channel hot -Une to
gay Paree is as

stimulating

as peer-

also does the string

arrangements
album.

on

the

"Schizophrenic" was
Billy's dry remark.
"There's

point us
being too over confident
at the moment," said Ian.

"As we

no

go on people

will

realise what kind of band
we really are, but it takes
a bit of time."

Confidently David

added: "One thing's for
sure, it's going to get
better." Better than

*

golden
voice then blue eyes
become as secondary as a

Catholic

at

a

Bar.

it wafted
smite.

onto the singles

Their albums, too, were
moat warmly received by
critics and fans alike and
both made the album
chart. So, deservedly,

Sparks have been voted
by the RAPM readers as
the top Newcomer (in
berth
the rational and
International sections)
and Ron came third in the
most outrageous person.
allty section.

which,

"Yeah, you

see

aren't."

all we

have Is our musicianship.
We don't have to have
people write our songs or

find

gimmick. We
have made a success with
our music and don't need
a gimmick, because once
a gimmick wears off it
k ills the a rust, because he
has nothing to go back
to," expounded Ian.
us a

of course,

we

telephone rings.'
It's Los Angeles. Five
The

radio stations have

picked up on Magic, It's
had a couple of good
reviews In the music
press and everyone's got

their fingers crossed that
It's going to take off in the
States.
If the single does go big

they are hoping to visit
New York and play a
week of promotional gigs.
But to get back to

January.
"I started writing that
in October," confessed
David Paton, "and then
just kept on tinkling on
the piano till it was
finished. "
"We didn't consciously
release it because It was
the beginning of the year,
we just thought It was the
best of what we had ready
for single release.

"We wanted something
with a more danceable
feel than Magic and I
think we've come up with
an even more distinctive

sound."

The next album

out

round

Is

April

due
to

coincide with the tour.
Most of the songs are
written and they will be
recorded next month A
couple of the tracks will
be long ones, maybe
something in the region of
10 minutes.

*

enthusiastically.
just go and put my
new clothes on. No,
he said

"I'll

really, It's incredible
we're very pleased. I
think polls are a good
thing because they give
any paper

Idea
and who

a good

who's popular isn't. Plus It's good for
the reader. who can write
in and tell their paper
whom they think is beet."

Right now things are
going whooppee for
Sparks. Their American
trip has been put back

because of a paramount

Parisian project which is

top priority as far us the
lads are concerned.

Ron: "We've had
several meetings with
Jacques Tall the film

"He Is supposed to be
bringing'ainng a screen
writer too, but everything
is so sketchy right now.
One thing's definite, we
won't be portraying a
rock 'n' roll band like
some have already done,

not mentioning any

names though. Jacques
wanted to know why we

didn't want to exploit the
rock gender and we said
we wanted to get right

away from that kind of
thing. Even if there's

music involved we'd

Tlp For '75 results you'll
see Pilot at No. I and yes,
that's right, at No. 5 it's
the very fabulous Bay
City Rollers.
Is

already

maybe we'll

album

to

the tour. To

album. "
Sparks have released
Propaganda In France

(but It comes 1n slightly
different packaging from

one at home) and also
off the album
called At Home At Work
At Play which Is rather
an unorthodox choice, but
at the same tine is a
much more interesting
record than Something
For The Girl With
thesingle
a

.Y,

Everything, which

Sparks have released In

director, to discuss

whether or not we'd be
interested in doing either
a film or a TV show. He's
given us some time to
think it over and we'll
maybe meet him again
next week to put forward
some concrete Ideas.

proposed tour of Holland
and Belgium to promote
Magic.
Yes, they've certainly
come a long way since the
days with the Bay City
Rollers, and you know
what, it you look down the

prove we're not just
having a holiday over
here we've been working
on Ideas for a new

Maëls
"That's great news,"

In the meantime there's

plenty of television
appearances to keep the
fans happy and a

most of It
booked, and
release an
coincide with

Iltet

a

mitzvah.
But down to basics.
Ron Mael and his merry
band of Spark-leta have
proven to all and sundry
that singles can be crisp,
bright, entertaining and
flawlessly produced even
becoming classics In their
own sweet way (Instead of
becoming make do ashtrays when the listener
tires of the Won).
This Town Ain't Big
Enough For Both Of Us
was as fresh as a daisy
amid bullock's dung.
Likea breath of fresh air,

release?

"When we went on the

Sparks tour everyone

expected us to be a Bay
City Roller type group,

nyal

voice: that deep, creamy
voice is a real turner.on.
man has

day being

sold in the first week of

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL

For where Ron loses on
eye power he gains via
a

January, better than

16,000 copies a

NUMBER ONE NEWCOMERS,

ing Into Paul New man's eyes when
he's on telly.

U

PILOT CONFÉSS

in ''75 by David Hancock

Britain.
"Yeah, I agree, it Is a
very interesting single,
and rather a peculiar
choice, but It will be very

rt

rather someone else
compose it "
Were they a little
apprehensive about acting?

"It

should come easy
with Tab because It Isn't a case of him
wanting classical actors,
he believes in naturalism
and expression of one's
personality. He really
digs people like Bogart
who more or less played
the same part, but every

worldng

time played it differently.
Getting back to me,
admittedly. Fm scared
stiff, but I think 1 can do

it"

So what's gonna hap.

pen now that all those

dreamy teenles in Amer.
Ira expect to see you?
"Oh, we shall go to but
we have to re -jig our
schedule a little. Obviously if this Tali thing
definitely comes off It's
gonna take time because
Jacques said that If we do
do a movie then it's gotta
be done properly. Any-

way, we've

released

Propaganda over there
plus we've several TV
shows which shall be
screened in the near
future, so at least they've
got something 'til we

arrive.

"It's

very frustrating
when these kind of
exulting things happen

simultaneously. Yoü've
alien got to choose
between the two The film
offer is a onee In a lifetime
thing so we'd be fools to
let it go. You know all my
life I've had nothing to do
until about a year ago
when everything started

happening
Although there's been

some tampering with the
schedules, Ron fervently

promises that their

British fans will still be
seeing them In the
Autumn when another

Sparks British tour
begins.

"We'll still do

British
tour In the Autumn as
a

Interesting to see what
happens. The reason why
we released Something

For The Girl With
Everything In Britain
was simply

because it
seemed to get good
response live, so we
figured it would be a good
single. Ideally, I like to
write completely new
stuff that doesn't appear
on album., but the tin*
factor has had a lot to do
with it, "
last word from sing a
long a Ron: "I'd just like
to thank all the readers
for soling us into first

place and hope

oat

next

year we'll be first in the
nldr omers sectionI"
JAN ILES

ANUARV26t my.
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DIANA.

He grew up in the sordid atmosphere of the
"white trash" poverty-stricken areas of
America's Deep South. And when he started
to sing his way out of misery, one church

his life will begin at forty
with him moving into new

fields...

Now the fact Is that Elvis
Presley has always found a
kind of Inner peace through
his religious fervour. He
comes from a religious

leader denounced him' as "Morally insane"
because of his sexy and uninhibited
movements.
And a police chief said: "Our kids should be
protected from this guy. Where he should be is
in a reformatory, singing for other crazy
hoodlums. "
Elvis Presley.

.family, and his early

INTERNATIONAL
SINGERS

She grew up as a ghetto child, living In horrific
a housing area
condlUons In Detroit's "black bottom"
which was really a government -subsidised sum. And
when she said she wanted to be a singer, her teachers told
her she'd be lucky even to get a job as a waitress.

-

Diana Ross.
Elvis and Diana, two
giants of pop and voted by
you THE top singers in the
world. Two superstars who
had to fight and claw every
Inch of the way to find a
sale ledge to cling to In an
unsympathetic world.

0

Both

-

nearly 20 years ago
and
has hardly been out of the
Top Fifty ever since. He's
had his "downs," but right
now he's hitting new sales
peaks with his telly -backed
AO Greatest Hits album and

two singles, My Boy and
Promised Land.

Magnittcent
And Diana Ross, starting
with the Supremes, has
been hit-making since 1964,
moving on to solo success.
She turned to movies, via

Lady Sings The Blues,
triumphing finally after a
wave of anger and fury that
she, a pop singer, should
even attempt to portray

jazz -singing Billie Holiday.

She wasn't just good In

that role. Not merely

adequate. She was magnificent, and she came near
to picking up an Academy
Award for
She says

it

now:

"I

E WORL

soaked. myself in

Billle's voice and background and character. I
got to 'feel I was really
suffering myself when I

played those scenes where
she was crazed with

drugs."

Diana and Elvis. In
Elvis had pro-

fairness,

duced the greatest achievement in terms of pop
success. He's bps In a field
where there are new
contenders for his crown
cropping up just about
every month of the year.

There's nowhere near

so

much competition for
Diana
girl chart -toppers
are few and far between.
Yet... Diana tops Elvis
In other ways. As a talentspotter she found the

-

Criticised
And what hurt when he
was so furiously criticised
by church dignitaries for

his hip -swinging and
pelvis -slinging was, as he
says: "The fact that I got

N TOP

have staying
power. Elvis first hit the
British charts In May. 1956,

singing memories are of
being held up by his mom In
a local church and joining
In with the hymns.

Jackson Five, for which
many thanks. She blends

-

in well with other singers
apart from the Supremea,

she's made wonderful
records with Marvin Gaye.

And her one main movie is

stronger in dramatic
Impact than all Elvis'

dozens put together.
And the talk Is that she Is

still going ahead with her

plans to play Peter Pan in a

huge -budget movie. A
black Peter Pan would be

another tremendous

achievement. That's the
way Diana Ross will surely
go
Spreading her talents

over

all areas
records (alone or in
.

groups), telly -spectaculars, movies, cabaret gigs.
Plus her new-found roles of
mother and wife.

So

what about Elvis?

He's 40 now, and we all
know that life, is supposed
to BEGIN at forty. The
mind boggles at what more
there is .to come for Elvis
that can put the first two
decades In the shade.

Forget about him visiting

Britain. The rest of the
Presley -panting world can
forget, too. The longer he
stays put in the States, the
less chance there Is of him

jetting Off on a worlddominating tour.
His marriage bust up, of
course. That did nothing to
give him peace of mind.

my free -moving style from

the church preachers.

'Good singers would perform in church, and nothin'
happened. Then those old-

style evangelists would get
up, and really move .
and, boy, the congregation

sure got the message.
Their style just rubbed off
on

me."

Now Elvis has frequently
sung Gospel music on
albums and singles. He has
said that religioso music
can give him as big a
personal charge as outand-out rock. And it could
well be that some time in
the future Elvis will spend
time putting something
back Into the church which
so often sustained him
through bad spells in his
life.
Maybe It sounds a wild,
wild theory, but it could

just be that Elvis will
become a kind of pop-scene
evangelist. Doing a Billy
Graham, if you like, but to
more music

.

though

Britain's long-time number

one and early

Elvis

He's the constant object of
imitator. Cliff Richard has
rumour and snide stories.
actually sung hymns at
He's never allowed to Graham rallies.
forget the fact that he has
Presley still resents the
a weight problem. Could - comments from shortbe, as has been hinted, that
sighted churchmen way

back when he was a

21

-

year -old with the whole
world at his jiving feet.

Nineteen years is a long
time to nurse resentment.
And It could be that he
would find Immense selfsatisfaction in using his
enormous status to work
FOR his own style of

religion, which isn't

so

fettered and restricted as is
more normal!
Nobody should be surprised at anything Elvis
chosen to de In the years
that Ile ahead. He's an
institution, and a legend,
and legends don't have to
conform. As for money
well, Elvis donan t
have to worry. He's sold
more than 200 million
records, and his father
looks after moot úf the
money.
If he DID want to change
direction a little and save a
few souls as an evangelist
he'd for sure pull In huge
crowds. All supposition, of
course. But It's hard lo see

any

drastic changes

elsewhere In his life now
that tie's forty.

Defying
Of course he would never
give up his professional
career altogether. He

already has contracts

signed which take him up to
within sight of his 50th
birthday when, no doubt.

-

will still be winning
popularity polls and still
defying gravity by slaying
he

up when he would be an the
way down.

But there's no arguing

that Elvis Presley and
Diana Ross, king and

queen of pop, have in their
own ways set standards

which may never
matched.

he

Yet neither was born
with a silver spoon in the
mouth. A burnt stick. more
like.
PETER JONES
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ROCK YOUR BABY
IT WAS the year's summer sound
a sort of black funk Lovin'
Spoonful
which for a short time
wholly captured the imagination
of the country.
Everybody, it seemed, was
walking around rocking their
babies. It was the total disco
smash, the juke box hit, and the

-

Winner,

-

SOUL

SINGLE

magic ingredient for any

succetisful radio show.
It also heralded a new soul
sound: The Florida Sound, Miami
Music. And as well as the obvious
talent of George McCrae there
was the genius of Howard W.

OF

THE

Case y.

Smce then, blue eyed Howard has also
broken big as KC. with, of course, the
Sunshine Band.
In fact they were due to record the Casey
- penned Rock Your Baby, but K. C. found
he couldn't reach the higher than high
notes
What to do? Luckily George McCrae was
on hand with some of the finest and most
original soul stowing of the year.
The rolling funk of the record gave the
discos the shot to the arm they needed In
the summer and soon the disc had raced to
the No 1 spot in the States.
It followed suit over here and in most
other pop markets of the world. and helped
soul music become more and more
accepted in a year which had seen It finally
bre.g through to the pop charts.
The easy flowing rhythm and soaring
vocal of Rock Your Baby plus a smooth
production made it too Insidious to resist.
But there were other good soul singles
last year as our poll shows.
Sweet Sensation were voted second with

their Sad Sweet Dreamer
hit a disc that belled its
black British origins to

sound as

.

If

they'd

come

from Muscle Shoals or
Philadelphia.
But Sweet Sensation did
It, and their future looks
set as they take on the
soul giants of the U.S. A

open up a whole new side
of the industry. Before
Sad Sweet Dreamer' It
would have been scoffed
to suggest

e

Manchester lads could

-

at

YEAR

that five

The Three Degrees'
When Will I See You
Again was voted third In
the Soul Singles list, but
second in the International Singles Of The
Year, and to top that the
group are now ranked

No. 4 In the world.
No mean achievement
for the ladles of the Phnly
sound,
When Will I See You
Again was a classic single

which more than justifies
its position, and one

which the Degrees will
find tough going to beat
Its melody weaved its
way around the emotions
forcing the song to be
recognised as one of the
great singles of the year.
As was Johnny Bristol's

YB1

isBY

SURPRISE! SURPRISE! Yet again, Noel Edmonds has won the disc jockey
yisection of our Poll. His programme, a selection of wit, humour, music and news,
DAVEone of the most popular the BBC has ever had. Not only does the show maintain the
audience figure. Tony Blackburn had when he did the breakfast show, but Noel has

actually

t

grab more ears.

When we spoke. he was still suffering the otter -effects of the motor racing

accident he had last summer.
"I shot my wife
off the edge of a
Welsh mountain

whilst inventing

the Escort

Ct.Ripe," he says.

eyes

it very

though

s

now after the race,
instead of arriving back
at the pits to find her a
shivering white heap,
demanding a gin and
tonic, instead she's livid
with me tt I'm even half a
second down on the
practice lap!

Demanding
"The worst thing about
motor racing is that the
young girls watch you
putting on your overalls,

fireproof balaclava,

and finally the
helmet Then, after all of

gloves

that, the girls surge
towards you, thrusting
bits of paper demanding

releases.

1

But In the end it was
George McCrae's unusually large voice range and
K.C.'s great song which

clinched the well

deserved soul single of the
year award.
DAVID IIANCOCS

there- My biggest reason
for this concern Is the way
In which Capital have
gone around In circles

1

about their hiring policy.
I had a friendly argument
with Aldan Day about a
year ago, when he asked
me If I would like to go
and work with them. I
said I didn't think I'd fit
In. Aldan replied by
saying 'No, not yet you
wouldn't, but we'd soon

.

1

7

rút

!

,

knock

paiI.'

she

did hit me very

was covered with
petrol. I did my
back In, and it
hasn't been the same
since. I suppose what
grieved me most was that
I
had only got about
another three miles to do
In the race, and out of
fatigue, I had blown the
lot. My wife's never let
me forget the accident

almost conveyor bell

LONGMAN

oel Edmunds .your

took
"She:IllairesLreVite

Hang On In There Baby,
which was criticised for
being a Barry White ripoff, until It was realised
how much more depth 11
contained than White's

t

(winking.
radio

very quickly

e

all of that

arrogance out of you, all
of that Radio One is
wonderful'. We'd coal
have you working as a
team'. The next thing I

ner=

knew was that they had
hired Michael Aspel. "

Saved
that you sign your name:
My wife, Jill, has got used
to this by now, and is very
good at fending away the

girls.
-

When you're

racing, the last thing you
want is bits of paper
flying around the car. It
would be great if one of
those bits of paper was
responsible for me getting
blown to bits."
Noel enjoys his racing
very much, and this year
is looking forward to
competing in the Radio
One Trophy races. "I
know my iimltiations at
racing, and after the
incident In Wales, I

and rolled over onto his
roof. The car was
around upside
down, the suspended
driver waving his arms

doing. Mind you, I should
think everyone goes
through that sort of thing.
Then I came to terms with

laughing so much, my
visor steamed up and I
nearly went off the track

the racing and a cottage
in Norfolk. I had been

Retiring

something which all of the
other disc jockeys face. I
found that you can get
very boring and in-

spinning

as

well!"

Probably the most

wouldn't contemplate

quoted piece about Noel is
Ills prediction about the
day he gives up radio. "I
think that was a printing

and mounted

the whole thing, but not
for long. J was fed up, not
knowing where I was
going or what I was

doing anything like the
RAC Rally or the Monte
Carlo. I did a Renault 5
race last year, and the
guy in front of me was
going round a hairpin,
the verge

what the BBC were

helplessly. I asking me to do, and I
couldn't drive In a Injected some other
straight line! I was things into my life, like
about

error about retiring aí25!
Last year I thought
seriously about giving up

living the radio programme completely.

troverted, and any
problem which comes up
gets magnified out of all
proportion.
"I have constantly

made a fool of myself over
the question of giving up
radio. Never has the
declaim come to such an
important head than now.
I'm enjoying the show

EDMONDS: Retiring before X?
very much, and I'm also
very ambitious. Up until
recently, I wasn't actually sitting down and
enjoying doing the show.
I can't really see myself
being a jock outside my
20's, though I may not
even last that long. I
think that is the most
realistic forecast I've yet
made! I've just signed a
new Beeb contract, and I
took a long hard think
before I said I would_ The
main reason was that
when the contract finishes
I'll be 29."
Noel is very happy
doing the daily show. He
would find one show a'
week for Radio One and
something permantly on
the telly, a step up.
"But the public tend to

remember that you once
had a weekly show, and to
go back to that would be
like being relegated to a
teaboy from managing

what of the future
for Noel? "Well, I haven't
So.

been stupid over the last
few years. I have saved a

lot of money, and

anything I have bought I
have bought knowing that
if the crunch carne In a

few years time, I'd be
able to sell w ha tever it la
and still get back a lair
proportion of my money.
From touring round the Things have been getting
country doing personal both Jill and myself down
appearances, Noel has recently, especially the
had a Chance to listen to silly phone calls we've
the commercial stationn. been having. At our
and it was interesting to cottage in Norfolk, people
find out what he thinks come and sit out an the
about them all. "Well, it's verge in their cars and
a shame you can't hear
have picnics leaving
stations like Metro. Mier. Really, I'm very
Hallam and Clyde down lucky In having such a
here In London. The good wife. She's my
station I'm most dis- secretary, booking agent
appointed in is Capital. I VAT expert, cook and
hardly ever listen to housewife. In all ways.
them. perhaps only to she's half of the
check that they are still company."

director."

Disappointed

1
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IT WAS a very delighted Olivia Newton -John
picked up the
phone somewhere in California to hear the newswho
about being voted
Britain's top female vocalist not to mention coming
third In the
international section.
"I honestly didn't think I'd even figure in the running," Livvy
said happily. "and I was flabbergasted when you told
me that I'd

going to watt and see how
the record does over here
before they make any

-

decision about releasing
it there, but it's written
and produced by John
Farrar, and it's a gentle
almost a
type of song
message song I sup-

-

won!"

Llvvy is still working
flat out in the States,
where she's been busily

touring around doing a
fair amount of TV work
and is about to start a new'
round of concerts at
colleges and Universities
around the country. Even
Christmas was spent
away from home, but a
pleasant stay in Accapulco with the weather
around the 80 degrees
mark, helped make it
bearable.
It was back in 1973 that
Olivia received a major
Grammy award, The Best
Female Country Singer,
In the States

that award

- that
and it. as
was

basically responsible for
taking (and keeping)
Llvvy in the States. The
award was given on the
strength of Let Me Be

There which was a huge
hit in the US, and Livvy
became the first British
female singer ever to be
awarded that particular
honour. Last year her
single, I Honestly Love
You, was the most played
single in America, and
Livvy is now back In the
American award stakes.
"I've just heard that
I've been nominated for
three Grammy awards
for the Song Of The Year

-

pose.

This is still one of the
major differences between the way the
Americans see Livvy, and

OLIVIA

the way British audiences
react to her. In the States,
she Is very much the

-

-definitely
not mellow
and the Record Of The
Year with !Honestly Love
You, and also as the Best
Female Rock and Folk
Artist. I won't know the
results of the poll for
about another month, but
It's a great honour to get
the nominations. "
Clearly, our Miss John
is having a very good run
as far as polls are

concerned!
At the moment there
are no definite plans for
her to return to this
country, as her commitments in the States go
through to the end of the

_

"I think

my

although
country artist
her recent nomination
shows that this appeal is
widening somewhat to
include rock and folk
while here in
audience
Britain, most people think

-

of Livvy and the type of
songs she sang on the Cliff
Richard TV shows. At the
moment however, the
differing appeals don't
seem to present too much
of a problem.
Before we finished
talking. and Llvvy got
ready todash off to re -join
the concert circuit once
more, I asked her if there
was anything she'd like to
say to her obviously large
fol lowing 01 fans.
"Well, just a huge

í'I

year, but it's hoped that in
between some of her dales
in America she'll be able
to pop back here for some
television work or the odd
concert or two.
Record plans aren't too
firm either. When I spoke
to her, she'd just finished
recording an appearance
on the Smothers Brothers
TV show, singing her new
American release, Have
You Never Been Mellow,
which is also the title of
her new album
at least

Stateside that is.

"

thank -you, I guess, to
everyone for going out
I
voting for me
really am surprised, and
and

-

I'm really grateful. And I
hope it won't be too long
-i,

before I get the chance to
Come back and say It -In

person."
Look forward to seeing

record

you!

company in England is

BY SUE BYRo/YI
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Everybody liked It

Graham
Central Station
90t Up
and got funky'
BY

query as to where the
band were headed mateA

1.

rial wise produced

a

D

Don't let an upset face
spoil your looking -glass
looks. Blemishes, spots and
pimples easily and quickly
cleared up when you use
Propa PH lotion.
Propa PH was formulated
by an American pharmácist''
for his own teenage family.
It's clear 'and colourless so
it doesn't show and it'works
quickly. You should see a
a difference in three days.
Don't let an upset face
get you down. Go to your
chemist and ask for Propa
PH -it's in the bottle with
the big blue spot.

"I

PROPA P.H.
Hates
acne
pimples.

yl..0

And Larry Graham is
Graham Central Station.
Not only Is he king of the
funky. bass - players,
possessing a rabbit punch style that is totally
and uniquely his own, but
he also writes and
produces all of GCS'
material.
singer and was always
On top of that he is a 'touring, decided to give
dab hand at a wide me piano lessons.
variety of other In
"Soon after that' began
struments besides the to play drums at school,
four . stringed thunder
and then my father
box that first drew bought me a guitar so I
attention to him in the learnt that too.
early days of Sly and the
"By the age of fifteen I
Family Stone.
was working with my
The mighty Station
mother
she'd play
were in London last week plano and I'd play organ
for their all too brief first
or guitar. Eventually I
British visit as part of the switched to bass, and
Warner Brothers Show,
that's how I developed my
and I popped down ' to
style of playing. As we
Larry's hotel for what didn't have a drummer, I
-turned out to be a relaxed, had to make up for It by
and very pleasant rip
playing a thumping
with a relaxed and very percusssion style bass to
pleasant gentleman.
compensate. And as a
The first thing I noticed
result I developed the
was that he was wearing style I can call my own."
platform shoes, but not
After that Larry was
wishing to get off on the asked to join a new group
wrong foot and send him being formed by an ex dl
off the rolls so to speak, I name of Sylvester Stone
asked him not about his
the group was Sly and
shoes but about the The Family Stone and
beginnings of his career:
Larry was with them for
'I started off dancing six years before circumas a matter of fact. Then
stances arose that remy grandmother, who sulted in his leaving.
was bringing me up
"When people leave a
because my mother was a
group it's for negative
-

-

-
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Ohlo Players. Tlercur y
YOU'RE THE FIRST. THE LAST.
Barry White.
MY EVERYTHING
20th Century.
I WOULDN'TTREATA DOG
Bobby Blue
(The Way You Treat Mel
Bland. ABCDunhill
I BELONG TO YOU- Love Unlimited
20th Century
FROM HIS WOMAN TO YOU
Barbara Mason. Buddah
F IRE

reasons:

I

badrap Sly

don't want to
so let's just

say it was for negative
reasons and leave it at
that.
"I would also like to add
that it wasn't because I
wanted to form my own
group. When I split I
didn't know what I was
gonna do next
1 wasn't
ready to split and when

-

you've been with somebody that long It's like it's
your family, I don't mean
Just Sly but the whole
group and all the people

surrounding it were

l loved.
"After I left I bled
doing session work but it
just wasn't my bag. All
my training and all my
experience came from
being in situations where
I could be myself and you
Can't really do that with
sessions so !didn't want
todo IL"

people

But salvation and

Graham Central Station
were Just around the
corner. While Larry had
still been with Sly he'd
been

writing

a lot of his

-

Temptations.

Motown
DON'T TAIC?' YOUR LOVE FROM ME
Manhattans. Columbia
Eddie Kendricks.
ONE TEAR
Motown
LET ME START TONITE
Lamont Dealer. ABC
PICK UP THE PIECES
Average White Band Atlantic.

`A

-9r'

iz

Tell your

boyfriends about it.

group

whom he intended to
produce some of his own
material with.

"Eventually

I

got

around to thinking I
should form my own
group and obviously the
most logical thing was to
get people who were
already familiar with
what I was doing.
"HorChocolate had lost
their bass - player and I'd
satin at rehearsals at my

house so I Joined them
and added an organist
and we became Graham

CentratStation. "
The name (which is a
'pun on New York's
massive Grand Central
Station) came to Larry
out of the blue while he
was waiting (or his order
Ina hamburger Joint:

"It Just flashed into my
head and it sounded so
right that

I phoned
everyone In the group
right away and asked

what they thought.

STAX

releases

album plus Montreux
Festival, a joint effort
from Chico Hamilton,
Little Milton and Albert
King.
Negotiations currently

under way for the Labelle
tour mentioned in last
week's RM. A major
London concert is certain,
in which the group wIU
attempt to re- create their
fabulous New York Met
extravaganza
should

-

be a gas.

ALBERT KING

ALBUM PICKS
t

a

called Hot Chocolate

scheduled for January 31
are a Barbara Mason

-

Black Bach
(ABCL Wee).
"You gotta shoot your best shot, and
give it all you got," intones the good Mr
D. in the spoken mid section of Let Me
Start Tonite, and even a few hearings
have been enough to convince me that
ole Lamont has taken his own advice for
Black Bach. At the moment I'm hot for

together

put

NEW

-

HAPPY PEOPLE

own material. and he'd

this particular faith was
attending a meeting at a
huge sports arena and
seeing thousands of
people of all colours and
nationalities who were

actually practising

the

teaching 'love one another' that most religions
preach but very few are
able to achieve.
Would this conversion
alter the group's music I
wondered. "thinking particularly of the change in
Santana since Carlos
discovered Sri Chinmoy.
"It's not changing me
as a musician, except that
It strengthens what I do
with my music as well as
helping me to become a
better person with other
people.

My music Is the
product of many yearn
work, and It's myself that
I'm giving to people In my
music. So I'll Just
continue to be myself and
give what I am to people.
and hope they accept IL "
GIOVANNI DADOMO

SOUL' GOSSIP

-

LAMONT DOZIER:

thirty or so
tunes I have and put them
on the next album. "
Speaking of albums,
what about the legend
'Produced by GOD' you
had on the last album?
"U It wasn't for Him we
wouldn't even be here end
I wouldn't have any talent
at all," said Larry adding
that he's currently study
ing to become a Jehova's
Witness, and hopes to be
baptised as soon as
possible.
Tarry explained that
what really sold him on
best of the

funk outfit in the
whole wide world.

2

look upon the two

albums so far as a single
two record set. In fact a
lot of the material on the
second album was written
before the first album, but
didn't get recorded then
because there Just wasn't
space on the album.
"I write all the time, but
I don't record something
as soon as It pops Into my
head; we play It on the
road and then I'll listen to
the tapes at home and
make a few changes and
cut some demo tapes at
home, and then take the

Station are just
about the meanest,
toughest, tightest

1

some

interesting Insights as to
Larry's modus operandi;

YOU have to admit
it, Graham Central

Growing up
can really
upset your
face...

so It

stuck."

the supercatchy Put Out My Flre and
the laid - back 1 Wanra Be With You
with its crisp tenor sax intro, but every
listen seems to produce another gem to
add weight to my already strong
conviction that this could well be the
finest mainstream soul album since last

year's Johnny Bristol masterpiece.
Yowls, Black Bach sure is beautiful.

A new compilation due
from (ontempo neat
Friday, title: Al The

Speakeasy. Sane company announce. a new J.
J. Barnes LP set for early
February release.
Tomorrow saes release
of a new Sly Stone single,
Loose Booty, shako the
O'Jays' new 45, ~shine,
follows seven days later,
Mare Sfax news: new

Albert King album, I
Funky, out in
February, xhnrtiy followWanner Get
ed

by

new

'ens

Rum

J ohnnie

Taylor and B. T.
Express.
April should be interesting too: as well as two
compilations, Stax Hlw
and The Stan Story, we'll
see Best Of
LPs train
Ike Itayew and Staple
Singers.
February 23 sees
release of Sweet Seesaw
thin LP tram Pye. New
from Phllly In Feb in Pot
Pourri. the first album in

...

four years from
%outbound
jarsees Thad

Junes A Mel Lewis.
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CLAIRE

H'IILL

past,
HAMILL has released several well received IPs In the
but under the guidance of RAY DAVIES' production she appears
stunning
absolutely
to have reached her true potential. With an
of
voice and superb instrumental back up, she sings a variety
rock to
songs ranging from some of the best of the '60s British
original, almost vaudevillian tunes co country orientated material
to beautiful ballads., Commercial, yet uncompromising highlight,
still, is MISS HAMILL'S marvellous vocals. BILLBOARD
MISS

STAGE DOOR JOI-INNIES'

,iJ'
r

1%,

,

IS HER NEWALBUI`'I ON THE
KONK LABEL PRODUCED BY
RAY DAVIES
AI.50 OUTINO\

I1ER I.AT

5T51`CLE

dik

.,.
STAGE DOOR JOHNNIES KONK

Ill

GERONIMO'S CADILLAC KOS

I

1.2F4

'GEIQONIMO''S CADILLAC'
MARKETED BY ANCHOR RECORDS
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GUITARS
IN the first guitar supplement,

I

wrote about making a start with
guitar playing and the Idea was
that if readers showed enough
interest we would make a

regular feature for guitar

beginners.

The response has
been terrific so here we go.

For anyone
Anyone can play simple
accompaniments on the guitar.
No special talent is required and
we mention this to dispel the
mystique with which some
musicians and teachers surround their art
.
or trade
. or what have you.

Top

nut

e.
;.á-.-.o

_

"

.

It's a question of Interest rather than
aptitude
your attitude towards
music making. The first step is to stop
kidding yourself
that Is If you have
started! Worth mentioning because
many young enthusiasts will grab a
guitar In a music shop and with the left
hand fingers Clamped In one position
"mime" the right hand strumming
movement

....

This Is

a

Machine heads

Frets

Bridge

bit like

watchmg a football match
H you never play
the

game. You are
"looker" rather than
"doer." What we hope

a
a
to

do in this monthly series
Is to touch on some of the
matters which are not
mentioned in the book on

learning to play the

guitar and to guide you

along the approach you
Choose. This question of
choice Is rather Important
because If you study with
a leacher your method of
learning will be dictated.

Fun
This can be a good or bad
thing according to the
teacher. One may Insist
that you learn music right
from the start Another
may well consider that

your spare time

Is

limited, that you Just

want to have some sin
with the Instrument and

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE
GUITAR PLAYING

that you can do all you
want by learning some
basic chord shapes.
There is, In fact, no
reason why you should
learn to read music In the
first place. It Is more

important to produce
good sounds on the
instrument and you can
always learn to read
music at a later stage If
you wish.
The first step is to get
hold of an instrument and

If you already have one
the following remarks

will still apply. Identify

the main parts. At the top
or head of the Instrument

consequence It is very
difficult to press the

strings down. Theo-

retically the depth of the

(height or depth) of the
sound. The strings pass

slot should be the height
of a fret which Is near
enough the thickness of a
1p coin. Re -read that
sentence and think. More
than likely you'll have to

depth of the string slots is
critical. On many guitars
these slots are not cut
deeply enough and In

there's always the danger
that you'll cut down too
far. If you do. then just
take out the top nut after

you have the tuning
machine heads which

regulate the "pitch"

over the top nut and the

soon

Cut the slot deeper and

A

_.
rmemr

ey j

down till the saw, Just
touches the coin. This
way you wort cut too
deeply because at the
present rate of Inflation
you won't want to damage

i

the coin!
The strings run through
the slot more or lesson the
same plane as the
fingerboard. There is a

at_-- s
,

e

Avon-

a terrific guitar range with all the electric features you
fancy -at half thecost you'd expect! Check them out.
All models feature: Detachachable Necks Adjustable
Trust
Rods Adjustable Bridges Rosewood Ftngerboards
HeavyDuty Chrome Individual Machine Heads
Wide -Range Pick Ups Prices from £4010 f60, case
or bag extra.

Rose -Morris

music is Off business

put a dab of glue beneath
the nut but if you are
careful the pressure of the
strings will be sufficient
to hold it.

Now for the cutting. .
and back to the 1p piece
which you can use as a
depth gunge. Place the 1p
piece under the first
string of the fingerboard
close to the nut. Now take
an Eclipse Junior hacksaw blade and cut the nut

/
'.

r

with the hammer; put a
wooden suck against t the
nut and tap the wood.
When repladng you can

Dept. I, Rose -Moms & Co. Ltd.,
32.34 Gordon House Road,
London, 5W5 1 NE

rj

r

by Dick

Sadler

slight angle back to the
machine head. When you

e the distance between a
white and a black note on
the piano keyboard.
, You
may well come
across a guitar on which
the frets protrude from
the edge of the fingerboard. This Is due to wood
shrinkage often caused
by central heating and It
can happen even on
expensive instruments.
The remedy, and It must
be attended to Immediately, is to file the frets down
on the edge at an angle of
45 degrees.
File down
with a smooth file. Don't
come back on the up
stroke or you may pull the
fret out of Its slot. Finish
oft with emery then rub a
trace of oil a king the edge
of the fingerboard.

have

Cut down to the
required depth then clear
away the slot at a more
acute angle so that the

string

Is virtually resting
a knife edge at the
fingerboard side of the
on

slot.

This way the

vibration Is sparked off
without danger of a buzz
in the slot.

Scale
Now

54:
.

r

the nut Is glued In. a
sharp tap with a hammer
will release the glue.
Don't hit the nut directly

Culling

alt

9

slackening the strings
and slip a thin piece of
card or veneer under it
before replacement. If

1

Guitars with all the features you
want, at half the cost you'd expect.

I

A basic
Introduction
to guitars

the

vibrating

length of the string
from top nut to bridge bar
Is Called the scale length
of the instrument and this
varies between 24%" and
25%" On a fun sized
.

guitar. Shorter scale

models are available for

Warp

very young children. This
vibrating length of the
string. when the left hand
is not used, Is called the
"open" string and Is
marked "o" on chord
diagrams.
The brass or nickel
silver wire strips across
the fingerboard are the
"frets. " If you place a left
hand finger behind the
first fret you raise the
pitch of the string by half
a tone'TMs Is the shortest
interval In our music and

The tailpiece of this article
hardest part to write
because we've been trying to
give you some good advice
before you begin to play. And
we're fully conscious of the
fact that most of you don't
want good advice
you
want to get on with the

Now one final point on
choosing a guitar. See
that the fingerboard is not
warped as they often bow

forward due to the string

tension. You can check
by looking down the
fingerboard or by depressing the sixth string at
the first and twelfth treta
to ensure that the
fingerboard is near
enough parallel.

opening article out and put It
away where you can find it at
some later date when you
may well want to go through
it again. In the next article
we'll wade in .
but not too
deep. No music .
no
theory
.
but you'll play
within minutes though we
strumming. For future will begin by giving you some
reference though, cut this hints on tuning.
is the

.

.

.

.

.

I
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ACOUSTIC

GUITAR ROUND -UP

many new
emerging during
1675 looking like
and
tint
to produce
1's going
Lowther bumper crop, It's
still a lot
there's
pbvious
f frank talent around.
mind,
thin
In
this
With
F,.nNfy series of guitar
Ikatures ,.ill hopefully be
SO

ienf1

of some help to the ever

increasing number of
young budding guitar.
ista.

sha0 be looking at
what's available on the
market, and talking 4,
solo established guitarists about their favourite
I

Instruments,
From time to time when

GUITARS
Yamaha are perhaps
better known for their
toustic guitars, but in
fact produce a nice range
Ir electrles. The S. G.
p 1s a lightweight solid -

-

0

bodied instrument,
Lao '.humbucktng"

switch.

adjustable
homes in a

It

has an
bridge and
natural or red

Mish. Pretty good value
for 163.45. There's also a
'de -luxe" version, the
35aif101.13.
S,G.
Saxon guitars are also
better known for their
acoustic range, but they
have brought two new

-

electric

models out

decently. One Is styled on

have agreed o, one point,
and that Is not to go
straight out and buy the
most expensive guitar
you can find if you're only
just learning to play. This
speaks for Itself really,
because If you decide not
10 carry,
on after the

qualities, and general
playabilty. I'll be look

ing at instruments in the
cheaper price range to
start with as most

guitarists I've spoken

to

able polepieces. There's
also a three - way toggle
switch combined with two
volume and tone controls.
The bridge is all metal,
gold finished and has
individual string adjustment saddles for height
and intonation. The

ELECTRIC

with
pickle. There's a volume
and tone control for each
and a selector
1 ckup

new models appear, I
shall pick one out a of look
at It closely tron the point
of view of structure, tonal

«t.^.,ll

SG -30
the famous Les Paul and
costs £85.00. It Is well -

designed, with two highly
efficient gold finished

pickups, incorporating
sLx Individually adjust-

i

fingerboard is rosewood
with mother-of-pearl inllald position markers.
The price Includes a

shaped case and amplifier lead.
The other new Saxon is
an S.C. shaped guitar
retailing for C62.50.
Again, this is excellent
value as it also includes a
case and a lead. It comes
In a nice walnut finish.
The pickups, bridge, and
controls are the same as
the Les Paul model, but

GUITARS

Initial enthusiasm wears

off, you're going In find
yourself with an expensive model on your
hands and you'll find the
second-hand value of a
guitar will drop by at
least a third of the full
retail price.

pickups have six individual pole - pieces and nice
black plastic surroundings. There's a selector
switch, and volume and
tone controls for each
pickup. The bridge ,s
adjustable and the tall piece Incorporates a well
designed tremelo arm.
All parts are chrome
plated. The ET 275 retails
for L67. 50.

The Japanese Eros
Mark II range are good
quality guitars at an

v

inexpensive price.

manufacturers. Worth

DeLuxe Folk Guitar

(catalogue no. F1'335). It
has a laminated spruce
top and the sides and

back are rosewood

veneer. The neck is slim,
fast, and adjustable with

There is also a dedmre
version. the FT 135, at
g63. 95.

As well as Eplphone,
Rosen' distribute KleoSuzuki guitars, not to he
confused with the Suzuki
range. The Jumbo (9502)
la finished in a lovely
cherry red sunburst and
is styled after the famous

Gibson "Humming

Bird. " The top

laminated spruce and the
rest is veneered Nyaloh.

Luxe Jumbo Guitar

fingerboard and a beautifully engraved scratchplate. Altogether, a very
attractive guitar retailing
for £48. 50.

It's

looking

Instrument with decorative purfling and retails
for C69.95. The Super De -

(catalogue no. FT 350) 15
a
fatter shape as the
name Jumbo suggests.
and retails for LM.95.
One point about these
guitars is that they
feature a fixed -heel neck.
This Is simply a return to
the traditional (and more

difficult)

It has

a

rosewood

Last month, I mentioned the excellent
Yamaha range. In
particular

I spoke about
the FG 110 and the FG
160. Both of these models
are now available fitted

method of
a pickup. A volume
dovetailing the neck into with
tone control have
just and abeen
added, and a
bolting It on. This will also -socket
inserted into
jack
give better performance
throughout the life of the the side of the guitar.
you to
a
guitar. Also from Epl- enabling
phone, the FT 130 which is standard guitar lead with
An extra addition is an
a Oat -top folk guitar. The it.
top is made from fine aluminium bone saddle In
laminated spruce and the the bridge. This Is
rest is veneered mahoga- designed to dampen the
ny. It has a low -action noise common to folk
equipped with an
three-piece adjustable guitars
neck with a rosewood electrical pickup. The FG
fingerboard. The bridge 110E costs £53.00 and the
is adjustable and the FG 100E £64,60.
machine heads are
chrome -plated. It's a
EAMMON
he the body instead of

is

very attractive guitar
and

retails for t42.95.

PEBCiVAL

siPct £4ixfrcsj,

What's the great news on the guitar
'cene? The'sweet sixteen' sound of Saxon
, ui tars. that's what. Cool, crisp, clean.
Bringing a new freshness to today's music.
And that goes for every kind of sound
there is -from the complicated riffs of
progressive folk to the explosive beat of
hard rock.
You get on a whole lot better with a
Saxon guitar. So take your choice from the
sixteen guitars in the range -classics, folk,
Jumbo's, and two exciting new solids.
Great guitars every one -and at a very
moderate price. So fill in the coupon for full
details and the name of your nearest dealer,

e
.

the best buy you can make

.

mi
á
b

Please send ere full details on Saxon Guitar. and
I racks. 5p Its
the name of my nearest dealer.
cover post sod packing

,
l

/Yr,

1

Name

'

.lddrvss

1
.,

\...___

'...'/

is

a rosewood fingerboard.
a nice

_-

There's an excellent Les
Paul shape finished in
sunburst, with two pickups, volume and tone
controls for each, a toggle
switch, adjustable bridge
and block Inlays on the
EROS MARK II
neck. There's also an
mentioning is the ET 275. S.C. shape with a black
a solid bodied instrument
finish, and the same
with a high gloss sunburst [bridge. pickups, and
finish and a slim controls as the Les Paul
laminated hardwood ad- model. They're both
justable neck. The twin priced at L49. 95.

this one has a sturdy
tremelo unit attached.
The Epiphone range of
guitars are designed and
approved by Gibson, one
of the best-known guitar

Eplphone have recently
brought out some new
models. One is the Super

EPIPHONE DE LUXE

Henri Selmer & Company Limited
11Sxllpack lane. Braintree. Essex C'.17 SBB
Tel- Braintree 2191

wheal

rS
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GUITARS

Dave Longman

THE promotions
with

The Orinuhaw
actually suited me
better although it was
only a copy.
"Anyway, the Gibson
was stolen along with a

With

Fender Stratocaaster
bought in the States at a
free gig of all things t
The guitar I'd never
part with however, Is a
single pick-up Epiphone
Coronet. A guy offered
one to me when I was In
the States with Atonic
Rooster but I couldn't
afford It.
"Later in the year I
spotted one in Orange
Music, so I bought it.
When I decided to dean
it one day, there was a

1'

the.

stars
by Eammon
Percival

name and address
written on the Inside of
the guitar. Sure enough

ANDY SCOTT
(SWEET)
Andy Scott, guitarist
with the Sweet, has
surprisingly only been
playing lead guitar

was
as the name of the
guy who'd offered it to
me In the States!

w

"It's

f

shore 193x, Before that
he played bass with the

guitar

4

Eleatic Band, a blue)
jazz outfit comprising of
organ, bass, drums and

saz. When the sax
player left, Andy
switched to guitar.
"My first guitar was a
Fender Stralocaster,

which I picked up for the
amazingly low price of
Its. After seeing Hendrix, I used only Straw
for a long time until I
thought, well there must
be other guitars around.

%

looking for until

"We were playing in a
club in Spennymoor and
I accidentally
identally knocked
the S.G. against an iron
bar at the side of the
stage, splitting the
guitar in two. I had to
look good, so

built me

a

small, short

scale solid with 26 frets
and John Birch pick-ups

which

I

used mainly for

recordings.

It's

-

playing is all about "
RUSS BALLARD

Russ

-

amazing instrument
you can get over two
octave, on it, as the neck
Joins the body right at
the top of the fret board.
Chris also built an

first became
with the

well-known

Roulettes in the mid sixties. He was guitarist
-with Argent for five
years, and is now
pursuing a solo career,.
as well as producing
Roger Daltrey's new

album,

an

"I

you ran get a
real mellow sound with
the volume down for
rhythm, and when you
turn it up, it really
comes to life. "

climbing high with

doing. A guy I'd really
like to produce is the
guitarist with Tassavellen Preeldentl. He's got
so many different styles
which Is what guitar

shop.

it

- Sweet

broaden what we're

eventually came across
a Gibson S. G. Junior,
In a Manchester music

knockout

a

-

IAN BAIRNSTON (PILOT)
Ian is the new
member of Piles, a band
which made a large dent
in the charts with Magic
and are currently

concerned I'd eventually like to play with some
other guitarists maybe
just for one-off record.
tags. I think it would

I

finished It off by
smashing it completely!
"Chris Eccleshall

i

Andy Scott

I didn't know what I was

make

it

started playing

when I was twelve, and I
got Into (het Atkins.
had all his albums and
learned to play finger
picking style. I also

-

use either a Strat or a

January.

"I've also got a
Hayman guitar which Is
really good. As far as
advice goes, I'd suggest
finding a guitarist you
like and try to get into
his style, then after a
while try to become
proficient with a style of
your own.

guitar,"

"My first electic

Telecaster.

"It's

recalls "was
a Horner. It's an ideal
Instrument to start on. I
now play an old double -

neck Gibson, which has
a six string and a twelve
string neck and la worth
nearly C1,000. 1 have a
Les Paul Custom which
I also use on stage."
Talking to Ian, it
becomes obvious he's

idea to

a good

he

buy albums by guitarists and slitµ the speed
down to 16 r. p.m. By
doing this you can pick
out what he's doing and
its style in the same
key, because it drops by
exactly an octave when
you change a record
from 33 to 18 r. p.m"
Russ stresses one
point: "There's no easy
way of learning to play
guitar. It's all down to
hard work. It won't do
you any good playing a
chord with three fingers
if- you should be using

very serious about
music.

"I

would always

stress this. You should
respect an instrument
I've no time for people
who get aggressive with

guitar with a
called ,Headstone;
have a new single,
Your Head, being

.

vari-

"I started off with a f4

-

acoustic for me, wbleb
used for two numbers on
stage, but Ira almost
failing apart now.
think the last European
tour finished (toff,

"My favourite guitar
is my is - year
old

Gibson E. S./315 though
I don't know what I'd do
If it was lost or
damaged, as I've grown
so used to

it

I've also

got three Strata which

I

use on certain numbers,
but the Glbaon's my

baby.

"As far as the future's

used to llaten to Jim
Sullivan a lot.
"After that I got into
the Jame, Burton style.
I

learned all his solos
Around

note for note.

that time

I

had

a

Gretsch.
"1 eventually progreseed to a Fender

Strotocaster,, which I
still rate as the best
guitar for rock. You can
get such a clean biting
sound from them

"I

've tried Gibsons

but I couldn't really get
on with them so now
1

-

neck Telecaster which
was later stolen so
bought a Grinn'haw Les

Paul copy.

"It was

tremendous
instrument. I was
knocked -out with it, but
after a while 1 dropped It
on the floor and It was
n ever

a

the

same.

I

decided to go the whole
hog and get a Gibson
Les Paul de luxe but I
was very disappointed

the ceiling but

nobody -'s worried,
except for perhaps
the cleaners who
fear the piles will
come crashing on
their heads.

of the race

Issued ló mark the event,

and the station will also
have a shop window

The frequency change
(mentioned on this page) display.
would be enough to keep
Over Christmas the
Ian busy, but jolly as he
station staged several
Is, he's been working on
Including a
competitions
has
other projects. LBC
just finished a stint at the secret Santa where
listeners had too guess a
Boat Show in London,
recently they were also at mystery voice to win a
turkey, and also a safety
the Audio Fair. Projects
for the future include slogan contest where two
taking part in the 150th winners a day won First
birthday celebrations ,of Aid kits.
Regent Street.
The Boat Show at Earls
LBCwlll have a place in Court was a resounding
the special booklet being success with nearly 30,000

MOVING WAVES
LONDON Broadcasting has been
preparing for the frequency change to 261
metres. They have had the luck of the
Gods in having that wavelength as
opposed to 194 metres which Is where
Capital Radio is having to go.

Capital on 194 Is faced by two problems. Firstly,
some radios don't go down that far (the one they
presented me with last year certainly doesn't!)
Secondly, the lower half of the band spread is very
crowded, especially around the 200 metre mark, and
Capital will almost certainly suffer at night from
foreign interference in parts of London any distance
from the transmitter.
Capital Radio is not exactly thrilled by the
prospect of being on 194 metres. The decision of
which station was to have which wavelength was
made In 1972 and the post office and the IBA had no
record of how the choice was made.
It was probably done by tossing a coin.
In the next few weeks we can expect a flurry of
activity from both Capital and LBC as they go about
publldsing the new wavelengths. Obviously all
stickers, badges, T -shirts and press hand - outs will
be of no use with the old frequency printed on them.

the
competition to win a
Dinghy.
Sailing
Dolphin
Entrants In this Instance
had to guess the number
of gallons of water In the
Boat Show pool. The
entry slip gave you the
first four numbers and
you had to supply the Mat

people entering

three.

-

Naturally enough the
last three figures were 201

-wavelength.
the new

station

The station promises
even more surprises lo
come in the future.

A

man

for
all
reasons
KEITH Rogers,
star of Radio

City's breakfast
show in Liverpool, has been

in the

recently.

wars

-

Keith works as a
freelance for the
station and each
weekend travels upi

IAN BAIRNSTORM
Pilot
guitars and start smashing them. As far as I'm

-

concerned the music is

the most

part."

Important

Ian Is entirely selftaught and has a few
words of advice for
would
be guitarists.
"Start out on the best
you can afford but don't
go straight out and buy
a Gibson, because you
might decide not to

carry on atter a while.
Really, I feel, good

guitars are

for

proficient players. Atoo,
there's no short cut to
learning guitars. It's a
long, laborious job, but
Ids well worth

IL"

Most people rang him
up asking him to try and
find them a home, but one
of the more bizarre
requests was someone
asking him to get them a
bus!
Metro also has the
distinction of being the

first commercial station
to feature a striptease act
on the air. At least the

Die enjoyed it. It
happened last Saturday
night, but now the

stripper Is refusing to
admit she did it. The
listeners know better.
Len Groot who does the
mid morning show asked
listeners to make up as
many words of four
letters or more from the

phrase North

East

Sound. The eventual
winner made 1,917 which
assured her of 10 albums
and 20 singles.
Slade visited the Metro
Studios when they were In
the area for the premiere
of their film Flame.
Station chiefs were
flattered until it was

train,

from his hone lot
Devon.

Last weekend while on
his way home to
Devon the train had
a

near accident

when It came to an

Newcastle's Metro Radio jock
James Whale asked listeners to send him
their problems, he's been inundated with
requests.

ous guitars.

Spanish guitar my dad
bought me, on which
learned the basics. 1
then progressed to a
Broadway solid, and
then onto a Harmony
Stratotone single pick
up guitar. It was great
for the Tomb Motown
numbers we used to do
in the mid -sixties. I then
went on loan old Maple

sheaths of writing
material are piled to

SINCE

band
'whom

.Atomic Rooster. He's
had a long series of

misfortunes with

Dif-

ferent coloured

striptease
on the air?

plays

Turn
rush
released this month, and
a new album out in
February. Before that
he was in the last

paper factory

cutting room.

A

four."

(Headstone)
Steve Bolton

a

Pace -man
Ian pushes
LBC ahead

to Liverpool by

STEVE BOLTON

4.

matt at L. B.C. Ian
Hockridge is working overtime. His
desk reminds one of

found out that the lads
really went there to
sample the delights of the
canteen which has been
gaining a reputation In
commercial radio eta.
Uons thanks to Ivy and
Blanche.
Metro are now using
jingles from the Paten
Corporation based In
Dallas, Texas, because
they reckon they are half
as cheap as the British

-

equivalents. Nothing
more to be said!

abrupt halt throwing
p
gees every.
where Keith suf-

fered by having the

small finger to his

right hand
ripped off.
e had

quite

almost

already had
an

eventful

weekend. When he
got to work he was
told the presenter of
the daeslcal sonde

programme had

been taken IB and
was asked to take
over the show. NM
bad for a disc jockey

who was working on
a pirate radio station
only four months
ago.

Quickies
LAST week in an interview given to Musk
Week, Ronan O'Rahilly gave full credit to
RBPM for Radio Caroline's programme
changes
.
Also, last week we said that
Don Allen was going to be leaving RBI. Oon
phoned us this week to say that he's definitely
going to be on the Nebo when it heads out to
sea again later this year. Apparently Don was
besieged by fans wanting to know why he was
leaving, but we're glad to say he'll still be on
the station . . ,
.

.
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Willie Hutch
The Mark of the Beast
STML 11280

EMI Records Loon...
20. Manc beano Souarn. London W 1 A 105

The Best of
the Marvelettes
STML 11258
Available on

Queue

and Carvldge

The Undisputed Truth -

Down to Earth

David Ruffin
Me'n Rock'n Roll

STML 11277

Are Here to Stay

MylaDlconCa.xtae and Cannnce

STML 11283
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RECORD

Original MarceiSketch
plus 5OAlbums
,

ToBéWant

HAVE YOU got an eye for art? Well
Marcel King of Sweet Sensation has, '
because not only does he have the art to
make great singles,.but he's a pretty dabhand at drawing as well. So Record and
Popswop Mirror are offering you the
chance to win both an original Marcel
King sketch of the band and copies of
their first album-due out in February containing both their hit singles Sad
Sweet Dreamer and Purely By
Coincidence.
All you have to do is answer three
questions about the band correctly and
then in not more than 25 words say why

think Sweet Sensation are 'the
country's best soul band. The person who
gives,the best reason will win the Marcel
King dráwing plus a, copy of the album
and for the next 50 correct answers there
will be a copy of the album to be won as
runner-upprizes. The editor's decision is
final.

POPSWOP MIRROR, JANUARY25,

Written and sung

like to see you Boogie
Right across the floor
I like to do It to you
Tll you holly for more
I like to Reggae but you dance too
fast for me
I like to make love to you
You can make me scream
Boogie on Reggae woman
What is wrong with me
Boogie on Reggae woman
Baby can't you see
Boogie on Reggae woman what is
wrong with you
Boogie on Reggae woman what you
I

I'd like to see both of
Fall deeply in love

Stev

I'd like tosee you
Under the stars above
Yes I would
I'd like tosee both of us
Fall deeply In love.
I'd like to see you In the raw
Under the stars above
Boogie on Reggae woman
What Is wrong with you
Boogie on Reggae woman
What you tryln' to do
Boogie on reggae woman
Let me dolt to you
Boogie on reggae woman what you
tryin' to do.

Music
Copyright (C) 7874 Jobete Inc.
8
Ltd, & Black Bull Music
Rathbone Place, WIP IDE.

us
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fill out the coupon with your answers
it to Sweet Sensation

and post

competition, Record and Popswop
Mirror, PO Box 195, Benwell Road,
Holloway N7 7AX. Entries to
February 8, 1975.

be in. by

I. tt hat town does the band come from?
2. How old is Marcel King"
3.

What programme did the band make their first TV appearance on"
-r°

.

'

c

I think Sweet Sensation are the best UK soul band because

n

,

f
.119111'

o
,

r

(not more than 25 word)

My name is
Address

age

17.

'75

'S----.
4,1r

JOHN HENRY
I

Won't Dancé BELL 1393

Q

I

GO

HERB:Mc G1UAY+^`
Runrtin'tiway From You BELL1398

t.

,
o

pti
r-

1-

P.1

_

TWINN
Smile (Laugh & Talk) ,BELL1397

2nd TYME AROUND
Romeo & Juliet BELL1388
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BOOGIE ON REGGAE,WOMAN
le Wonder
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trying to do.
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THE MARRIED BACHELOR:
vie; GENERAL trend of
charts of late
the British
ePpes rs to consist of
or, er ending flow of re
released
hashed. re

career in medicine.
had sat and passed He
the
already preparing for
doctor in the family.

many of whom
third, and in
an making
ap.one rn rs fourth,
on the music
,1011e5:

Knight.

Establishing
Hulls Indian manager.
Goupoul, released
(also featured

re

I

the record
on the

album:

One

a

Irhhng this Jamaican
-tar in our own country.
In his native home land,
Intel Holt has had 27
nimber one records!
I'm hoping to do the
.ame thing over here,"

make or break you."

Of all the records

11

Holt

hit In this country, and
that It looks fast
becoming one. I'm sure
feeling good all over!"
Before giving himself
wholly to the music
business, Holt was se-iously contemplating a

Is

remaining on our

forthcoming a lbu m a nd
finding material for a
a

everything he

follow up single Then he
returns to J amal ca.
"The Jamaican people

,

at's John

now

,.....

,

,,,,

;

it

shores for a further six
weeks and he is planning
on laying down tracks for

possessed or ever wanted
In order to throw himself
completely Into his newly

Irving for so long to have

see

forthcoming

From this moment

onfirms Holt, who
arrrived in our country a
week ago.
"I've been

released by Holt, he
would Ideally liked to
have seen Memories By
The Score as his debut hit
in this country. He says:
"I personally feel the
lyrics are much stronger
than Help Me Make It
Through The Night. I
would still like to
enter the charts. "

onwards, John Holt
sacrificed

,

that more and more
Jamaican people are
entering the British

first, I always try to be
natural to my audiences.
I treat them how they
want me to treat them and
I don't do my own thing
regardless. After all It's
the public that either

f

weeks.
"It was then that
began concentrating onI
my voice. I trained it
regularly by singing up
and down the scales!"

Thousands Volts Of Holt)
in the hopes of estab

public always comes

his love lies with his fans
and his music.
"If one Is to become a
big star," says John,
"they must remember the

But he joined up with a
group called the Parogans and realised it didn't
require so much studying
as his medicinal attachments. He says: "I
couldn't concentrate on
two things at once. Love
can't be shared, so I chose
to remain with the
band.
My love for medicine
is
now completely washed
from my system."
At 15 Holt appeared on
Jamaica's talent spotting
show, Opportunity Hour
Show where he remained
in first position for 22

Through The Night
becomes a hit for the
.,cond time: the original
_sneer being Gladys

are very happy." John
announces. "They're

is a

Paragons

(rsmores
.neon.
The entry Into our
charts of Jamaican John
a classic
licit is reggae
vers
version
a
arms
Kris Krlsohrson numMe
Make
It
Help
her.

confirmed bachelor;

found career. To date, he

necessary certificates
and his parents were

i

HOIt

pleased reggae music la
happening in such a big
way. It's great to know

charts, because It means
our country Is gradually
becoming more and more
popular.

Roots

"I

don't think I could
ever pick up my roots and
settle down here" continues Holt. "If you move
away from Jamaica for
as little as a year, you lose
the whole

ing."

reggae

Holt are that he never
collects the money earned
from his hit records until
much later:

"Instead of giving me
one lump sum they give
me little amounts on odd

occasions."
But that doesn't deter
him from following his
ambition to become a
Star! He as aware of the
responsibilities involved
in achieving this target
and will therefore accept
the rough with the
smooth.

He states most
adamantly: "I can never
give too much of myself to
my career. I will live
through it come what
may. This is my life; lam
married to music!"

WENDY HODGSON

ZUDGLIMD

ON THE CREST OFA WAVE AND IN THE CHARTS NOW

KEN BOOTHE-Crying OverYou TR 7944
JOHN HOLT- Help Me Make It Through The Night

BREAKING BIG.

`

l

Í

:
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TR 7909
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THIS REGGAE MUSIC
IS

THIS

riii
JJ
MONDAY

MORNING FEELING,
ROSS

;.°
,tAeJ,IJ

feel-

The disappointments on
the managerial side for

I'
!1

57

TR7941
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To

hell with teeny hop

roc

AND

THE bravest gamble ever undertaken by any pop group still
awaits a positive or negative response. And if the second half of
74 didn't came up with the answer, then this new year must
settle once and for all whether Sweet will make the heavy
stakes.

Sure there have been a few gronpn and singers who have changed musical
no choice since their popularity was rapidly
disappearing.
Sweet have struck out
at a time when the hits
were still a coming but If
you really think it means
Sweet sticking two fingers
at all their younger teen
fans then you're ndatek-

pats. In the past but they had

Heavy Sweet
a:m to cut across
the barriers

ti"

Tz'lIe'..r
r

en.

According to lead
vocalist Brian Connolly
they have every Intention
during '75 of making
singles which 'Mould

-'

appeal right across socalled musical bound.
aries. Brian points to

people like Paul

McCartney and Slick
Jagger who can make t:5o
which defy labels of

'teeny -bop' and 'rock'.
Brian says: "We want
stuff for both markets.
We hoped the last single
of ours, Turn It Down
would have dale just this
but then there was that
Beeb ban and I suppose in
the end we said maybe it
wasn't strong enough

Remember
your

anyway."

wanted to develop and not
stand still and if people
make the journey with us,
then great."
The trouble is things
different tack: "It's no
insult to our younger fans are in limbo now because
but on albums we intend of the rather disastrous
making good heavy last single. They did have
music. On u 33 you can let another ready for early
yourself go. That's our release this year, at leant
the Idea was seriously
Idea, anyway."
Of course, and he says entertained. This would
he would be delighted, if have been called some.
they might take many a thing like I'm Committed
younger fan with them. and according to hit.
people who have gone maker Les Gray of Mud,
through the Sweet record the disc In a knock-out.
stages of disco like Poppa What worried Sweet was
Joe, Little Willy, Wig some lyrical double Warn Ham and Into meanings, at least some
Blockbuster. There fol. people might play the
lowed a number two word game and they have
placing for .11e11 Rasher no wish for further
and then came Ballroom thumbs down from the
Bees.
Blitz.
It will doubtless make
So doesn't that auger
well for future discs? the nest Sweet album and
Brian says: "It could be they've been busy with
that over the past weeks.
so, it would be nice really.
mean we've always At the same time as
I

Though don't stop there
for If you leave the world
of single, and turn to
albums then Brian has a

time?
Remember how grateful you were when
someone introduced you to Tampa g

tampons? Perhaps it was your elder sister
or your class-ma tent school. Someone who

knew how important it is to feel fresh,

comfort able and confident all the line.
Remember wlual a world of difference
Pampas tampons made w lien you had your

planning that album

Brian Connolly
talks to
Tony Jasper

they've been turning eyes
toward an American
tour.
According to Brian:
"Our manager -there 'Ed
Leffler' is busily getting

Í

things together. It's

funny really, Little Willy
was a hit there two years
ago but nothing came

from it- Thankfully In
America we have a heavy
reputation. Around the

West Coast we seem to be
regarded as an almost
legendary kind of British

group, we're accepted

there.

hunted

People have
for our UK

releases."

Even so, Brian isn't
imagining the Stags will
he a piece of cake, far
from It. Be just knows to
his own satisfaction that
people willl give the

i

group an open mind and
older people will definitely give them Initial
respectSo onward Into this new
selection of twelve months
go

with fingers

Sweet

a_t_

crossed. They could well

win.

period? You could enjoy holidays and

sports as never belore. sure and conhdent with
the internally worn, dependable sanitary

protection. And Tampax tampons are so easy
to use. I )isposal is easy, too:since the
applicator and the tampon are both Ilushable.
You probably know someone special who
doesn't know how special Tampa. tampons
are. Maybe

it's your younger sister or a

favourite friend. Tell her about Tampax
tampons. And alien she t hinksof her first

.
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SOOPE

ENTERRIFICNOOS
UK RECORDS

(

.r

announce the
launch of a
_ 4'
fabulous new label
consisting entirely of great hand-picked AMERICAN
RECORDS - ALL HITS! - past, present and future.
FIRST THREE RELEASES

USA 1

"Black Leather Rebel"
Johnny Carroll
& The Blue Caps
y

USA2 "I'mOnMyWay"
Dean Parrish

,_

USA 3 "Kiss And Run"

Bruce Channel

,'

C
i4

'Marketed hill DECO
...nrnfen.e,.
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PUNK

On -Crouch say Gary
Glitter' Is an old aged
pensioner and should

groups like the Osmonds
for example.

sang

Well it seems tat me that
you lot want G. G. to
carry In for a few more
years despite the fad that
the hairs on his chest are
turning grey.

DEAR Face,
I would just like to say I
am a faithful Gary Glitter
fan and that punk who
called him an old aged
pensioner mama need his

the Osmonds.

Wilma Allen, Ayrshire.
01. no
.
now you've
gone and annoyed all the
to reel heads.

head examined.
Glitter fan, Bucks.
And so It gms

SKUNK
Dear Face,

How dare "Absolutely

up" from Burnham -

Rollers fan,

&

llertfordehlre.

BUNK

...

fed

At least he can
unlike Bowie and

retire

Gary

you lot remember
Mick from Ueda who
doesn't like choir boys
and wanted an argument.
Well he got one alright,
this IN just a selection of
the many letters I
Do

Only
In

015 66

E

US Import singles

coca
Pe1
French singles

stock- all Wien hard back
prmtne cove,

'

*

El EACH
of ongmal black
*rooms, HMV, tn pons,
OPO,eSe-lel-

MUSICASSETTES

AII anundtreebe to mock. plus

.n

runec

.

n

a

from

Area.

Germany. s.

Send urge SAE for ban to.

REDDINGTONse

RARE
RECORDS
A Moor Ssr et,,, pueenewsy

PROXY LIVE

1I
ROD

MUSIC

-

STATUS OLIO

RAR20

-

P.Neil Sedalia flub. Presley - Low Me Tender
Tommy Roe Del Shannon - Lots Town Rrn
Sam the Shem - Wool? Buhl
Bowie 1

Let'a Spend The Nigro Tonemer

RIX

QUEEN

BOWIE, SPARKS, SLADE,
FACES. DEEP PURPLE, TB,
10 CC, ALEX HARVEY,

0011,

ELTON, LEO SAYER,

WIZZARD, COCKNEY
REBEL WISHBONE ASS,
MICR RONSON,-HUMBLI

HE

LOU REED, DANA

GILLESPIE, GOLDEN
EARRING, BAD CO.

- t%4

Bowie

Bowl.- Spa, Odk10

-

Bowie Rock a RW1 Wnh Me
Gels Ginter- Happy Bemdot
Try Wanderer
Dr.
On Tl,e Road Agom
Canned Heat
Rolling stun«

-

-

Yes

-

Americaa
-Uncle

Proem
Wings
Steely Dan Reelg In The Fan
Romero Beer
Johnny Preston

-

SNe Shill

-

-

Garfunkel-

BndgeOvHTrobed Waters

MANY MORE IN

-Rry

HILL COLOUR PHOTOS
Professional a Postcard Sise
10 Different of eny Geoopf
Singer Only E2.4S

WHO Postures of 1MY
Beetles
Slow Down IVa,cMm

Separate Photos 10p cock

Mother and Chad Reunurn

FREE

CATALOGUE send with

every order

a send

SAE

Cheque/PO

ROCKSTARS

+

(Deplete/1

LOP

PEP

II
Dee

AM 40p

Woodside

-

w
d.».-PapQack

te
War

Eddie Cochran -Summemme Blues

eso, Simon

ME

a: Rentece.e,t m

01.485 5544/7161
NEW US LP
'PROMISED
LAND1300
GERMAN IMPORTS

-

-

ELVIS FOR. EVER wlle II
.age nook.
1305
TODAY. TOMORROW 6
FOREVER
1X15

- Bacl Strainers

DRTRAIT IN MUSIC
ROCKIN' DAYS

Rite Fonune

$atars a Brothers I VoUHst
Bugo
Whispers
Strongly
Curbs Mayfield

- -

FRENCH IMPORT LP
each

1

HAREM

CLAMBAKE.

Feel Low Comae On
Booker T e The MG'.

Tome

'slept

-

-

The Ron
Be MY Baby

SW,
CupsIHolme
The
From Shalt
100

-

ib Old Heart 01
Ch4LiNs-Oh

to write.

I like reading
your remarks as they're
the best bits on the page.
So Unknown whoever you
are, don't be so square,
find a senseof humour.
Amy, Bournemouth.
Well shut do you know?
Somebody Uhe.. me.

-

weeks winners ewe. beI, ell oT whom will soon
be re1leymg a record of
their chum the winners

n.

1

Miss A.

elBea

Roller

Chester, 49,

-

Arthur Connely
Sweet Soul Mini Funky Spree
Lhue AnthonyGang Out My Head

Naves, Middlesex V84
B22

WHO

Nigel Sharman,

"Southde e", 11, Oriole
Road. Wining Suss.,
BN115NF.
3 Sharon Ross B Can
adere Gardens. Nulhall
Road, Aspley, Notting.
harp
11.
Peter Warren. 28,

One of the

Dear Face,
Just who do these
wenny hoppers think they
are? What right have
they to call Pink Floyd
rubbish? Have they ever
heard of the Floyd? Have
the Rollers sold a million
albums worldwide? It
makes us laugh the way
they criticise music they
more than likely have not
heard.
Frustrated Floyd freak.
Quite a few good points
there for Roller fans to
chew over, although
they're clever enough to
think of an answer It that

singles to the follow- Good luck!

Dear Face,
I would just like to say
to Gaynor Park of Essex
who wrote in last week:
Congratulations. You've
succeeded In doing

Propol H.mm
Whner%ode01.0e

Betty Wnnht ._.Clean Up Woman
This otter apebes to US, 0n1y
Above ,e i'a sample el our Ionnightly Lao whlcn Coven 1.000 Het
Oldms.`L.,., Sounds nom roe Suns We 102 The was for Soul
Deno Sounds . Norh. n Sound 5p.ctel alters Gat on our Maane
last now by sending B5p for one reur', loses or lop for our nest 611sts

Red or.Road, Taleken.

ban. M.ddlesex

School'n,
S

Oes.. Batley

RECORD CORNER (DEPT RM), 27 BEDFORD NILE,

W. Yorkshire

(WHOLESALE AND OVERSEAS ORDERS WELCOME!

&AVIAM, 56412 910

TWl

4

Pau, Ross,'Sibford
Si0

Baneury.Omn

Ferns,

artists in ing address: Alan
an above advert has Edwards; Record
got the Summertime and Popswop Mirror
Blues!
(Comp 2), Spotlight
Send the name of House, 1 Benwell
the artist and the Road, London N7
name of the adverti- 7AX. The first five
ser plus the title of correct answers
your two favourite opened will win.

Sabbath, Genesis etc.
they are now Into our
music." Come off it.
Progressive music has

bands he mentioned I'm
sure that he'll find they
are vastly superior to
their own album sales.
Sabbath, Genesis lam,

Woodstock Gardens,
GM

due to the death of the
heavies. The kids have
had enough of Zeppelin,
Is

mindless teenyboppers.
If he cares to look at the
yearly album sales of the

Congratulations to lest
,

SALES
Dear Face,
Who the hell do the BCR
think they are? Les
McKeown said: "I think
the reason for our success

never been listened to by

b

to,

LP 00 Sp for eacchh
d,nonal Stogies Bp tot one
and 1p ton each additional

WIN YOUR FAVOURITE RECORD

R

After reading last

weeks R&PM. After that
person called you "unreasonable" I felt compelled

Jo,+s

Rescue Me
Bess
The Toys
Lowe Concerto
Sly b The Fem,IoSeonoDance Te The Music

trash the
Rollers turn out and the
from
music
high quality
progressive bands such
as the Floyd, Queen and
the Average White Band
Miss G. R. , F.aa/ Ba met.
This seems to be the time
between ,the

of year

when

fashionable

he

Ito

the

slag

Rollers and their fans. I
must admit that I've
enjoyed it but how about
starting on somebody else
for a change. -That's an
order!

RIGHT

ede

SECTION THREE ?Op

The%leyBrothels

HOLIDAY.

IMPORTANT
POST
PACKING INLAND 10p

Hoyy...

-A

15

exactly what you set out
to do. Just because you're
unhappy there's no need
land. to make a lot of other
Oooh, they're getting ,people unhappy too,
namely all Roller fans.
violent. Goody goody.
We think you're a selfish
Inconsiderate bitch. B5
the way Face, how do you
expect us Roller fans to sit
back and take it calmly
when this boastful YanDear Face,
Why do so many stupid kee was out with our
people write In knocking adorable Derek.
the Rollers. As for that Four Broken hearted
Rollers fans, N. Ireland!
Mick, he Is beneath our Ahh,1What
a shame .
contempt. The Rollers
. Shuddupl You're Jealous
are the best. Need I say
more. As for you getting a and showing yourselves
up for it In front of other
trim, don't bother.
Rollersfan, N. Ireland. Rollers fans who took it
And just what do you calmly enough. realising
that Derek can only go out
mean by that reríurk?
with one girl at a time.
Dear Face,

future keep your big
mouth shut Mick!
Andreae Brown, Scot-

Corers.

seal
Vado grown -Short
Johnny Nosh

Mcl6nonMelton
Backhand
n
Nalh.r,
Supremo's

n

,

Wt
la1
over60
111n c IItecke
Intro
FORA FULL LIST SEND SAE
TO THE ABOVE ADDRESS.
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ON STAGE. LOVING YOU.
GIRLS GIRLS GIRLS. GIRL
HAPPY And many more
SOUTH AFRICAN LPs 5350
each
JAIIHOUSE ROC«. ROCK 15
BACK. ALIVE TV. LOVING
YOU ono many mare
FRENCH 45's E l a%each

-

n.s00 10onen
Steple Slnpen
First Choice
Armed B Eatamely Dangerous
Rohm Thomas
FuryRind/Bangor am Notn.,p
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El
s

DOUBLE
TROUBLE,
CALIFORNIA
HOLIDAY and many moms
US LP's t3 00010
HAVING IUN WITH ELVIS

Move On Up

Felice Taylor
I

Dorset

ELVIS FANS!!
ELVIS WORLDWIDE
DISCS
61 GRAFTON ROAD
LONDON NW5

TWd 55p

Conk Mayfield

UBRARY CATALOGUE

021 643 2017

FASTEST SERVICE)
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Simon
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-

Is On MYS.dc
John Lennon
%e9,ne
Bobby Bloom.- Montego Bey

Time
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FREE
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Oh Carol
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The Face. Anything you
OK, here I am then
want to write about, argue about or complain
about here's the place to send It to. Mall your
comments to: The Face, Record & Popaw op
Mirror, Spotlight House, 1 Benwell Road,
London, N7.

IMPORTED SOUL SINGLES
00 for

NHAM.

Long ago I was a BCE
fan. 1 really cannot think
why they appealed to me.
What a relief however not
to be classed as one of
their Immature fans, who
seem to have nothing
better to do than criticise
music which Is usually In
a class above the Rollers
anyway. These silly little
girls obviously do not

Who the hell does Mick
from Leeds think he Is
Insulting the Rollers. I'm
sure he hasn't got the
talent they hove, so in

Top Albums 8 Tapes

Park Lane,TOT'

195a

Dear Face.

Dear Face,

RECORDS

E4

One

el

yes

SILLY

have made them famous.
Loots, N aril ern Ireland.

?EVOLVER

FRENCH DOUBLE
Great Pullout Cover
Photos

groups like the Bay City
Rollers, Elvis is the king
and always be.
Elvis fan, Edmnntnn.
What with people saying
he's made out of plesue
we'll be getting him free
with Corn Flakes next.

7r

fantastic voices and looks

RECORD 8e TAPE MART
ELVIS FOR EVERI

THE FAIL

looking lads whose

WRONG

Dear Face,
I think that person from
Burnham-On -Couch has
got a damn cheek saying
that Gary should retire
His music Is far better
than any other petty

twopenny-halfpenny

received defending the
Rollers.
Dear Face,
In reply to that Mick
from Leeds who said that
the Rollers appeared as
choir boys an 45 just to
attract attention You're
wrong. They did It just for
a laugh.
You're just
jealous of five good

one.

SHUDDUP

Gin rnorgan.
Not meaning to take sides
brit I'm sure that If you
Roller lam took a look
yeti will find that this
person's correct.

KING ?
Dear Face,
I am an Elvis Presley
tan and I'm fed up with
everybody criticising and
mak Mg fun of him. They
say Elvis is made out of
plasUc and that his Image
la dead. They say that he
Is fat and useless which is
again not true. Which
person today can do what
Elvis has done? He's
much better than these

r
Freddie Mercury

DUMB

.

!

Right,

do you lot
remember Marcus Caw
nell's letter in our Jan.
11th edition. Well he
certainly got the works.

eon.

of the letters were
quite nasty In fact. 11ere
are some of the more

subtle ones and once
you've read these you can
Imagine what the others

were like.
Dear Face,
It Mr Connell wants his
"National Youth Move.
ment" he can have it, but
leave everybody else out
of it. Perhaps his idea of
putting an end to freedom
of speech isn't such a bad
Idea. At least it would
stop dumb Insane remarks like his.
Angry female music tan.

Bristol.
Dear Face,

I am writing about
Marcus Connell. He said
that groups like Hello

should be banned because
of the length of their hair.

He sounds like a
mummy's boy with short
back and sides. Why
can't he keep his big
mouth shut.

Alison.

a

Hello fan.
Southend.

Fear Face.
We are writing to you in
protest about that letter
from Marcus Connell.
Who the hell does he think

If you went around
beaming groups with long
hair there wouldn't be
any left. No good ones
he Ls?

anyway. And Face
please

hair.

don't cut your

We think It suits you
and H wouldn't be the
same with a ahoft-haired
Face at the top of the
page.

Mary Stewart, Knight.

-

bridge.
Whaddaya know, two
letters liking me in one
week Tide is kw must.
Anyway Sergeant Major
Connell appear, us have
been ape* king out of
rank.
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QpL1:N: Now I'm Here
FM ?Sae)
Both sides of this new
Queen single are taken

RONNIE CHARLES with
the LONDON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA:

from their

Layton (20111
2151)

1

very successful

album, Sheer Heart
Attack, the flip being the
ny Of
ylerrurylle n
Valley. Queen al
with
their regal best,

rather different treat

sjnmg, tight backing and

Freddié
I breaksetween
b
ly
eiternabng
and softer
Ing gutters
Should be a
choruses
number one if there's any

ment as you might expect
when Lou Relrner who
put together the Tommy
production is Involved.
Ronnie Charles sings the
lyrics against the majesty
of the LSO and a couple of
hundred singers doing the

/

REVIEWED BY SUE BY

pounding rhythms all
with
laced together
s vocals.
Some

e;i

u,

dthe

choral honour".

AIMS STARDUST:

n Never Die
Gaul lave
(magnet
can this really be out
Aim- It is a
of direction forlthe
moody guy. very melodic,

changeete

AYM 537)

Worry not, it's not
strictly a re-release, but
rather a track taken from

Peter

breezy.

very

MITCHELL: Big
Yellow Tasl (Asylum
JONI

4'

G

written it of
his magic
touch has not failed yet.
,o ails one should d0 well.

4

Shelley has

A

and

lone

run.

LENNON:

J011\
o

9

Dream (Apple R 6003 )
C erenUy gracing the

much more melodic than
some of his previous
singles lots of echo on
Ue

joke with strumming

guitars and strings. It's a
beautiful song,' and well
sung
Lennon

-

classic

(Start cert.

PERCI' SLEDGE:
our Everything
icorn 2199160)

Slow,
-

John

I'll

Be

(Capr-

It's

dreamy number, but well

- possibly a

for the

Commercial number

from the Geordie band
svho haven't been seen in
the singles Chart for a
long time. There's a
fairly long guitar passage
at the end of the record,
but the vocal choruses

bashing away In

the

background keep the

whole thing sounding like
a single as opposed to an
album track if you see
well,
what I mean
Monday morning and all

-

that. Very happy sound
altogether.

(Mama 2896)
There's been a long
silence from the Jackson
Sisters, but they've reemerged with a number

Sledge, accompanied by
,..mc fine female vocal
singers.
real
a
done

16489 )

JACKSON SISTERS:
Boy, You're Dynamite

end -of -the -eve-

sound from Mr

g

LINDISFARNE: Tonight
(Warner Bros K

American charts, this
song from Lennon's Walls
.And Bridges -album is

i

Jonl's new album, Miles
Of Aisles.. The difference
between this version and
the last Is Tom Scott's LA
Express. They backed
Joni at that Infamous
Wembley gig last year,
and their sound on this
single makes the whole
song faster and chunkier.
TIIE DRIFTERS: Love
Harnes (Bell 139 6)

r

catchy, sing -a -long tune

ourh should sprint up
the charts and take a
Oak to leave. Bound to
be a hit because It is
.Alvin, but I wonder what
the reaction to this more
Open style will be in the

bit slow

that's cowrltten by
Johnny Bristol and

charts, but a good

soul sound.

produced by the same
gentleman
always a
recommendation in Itself.
The record moves along

-

with

a good

rhythm, and

the Sisters' voices blend

(:ILBEIRT O'SULLIV:- N:
You Are You (MAM 126)
There has, on occasions, been some criticism
of Gilbert's lyrics
suggesting that they
aren't the most profound
things ever written. I'm

-

together well, but there
doesn't seem to be that
something different there not quite sure what people
that'll make it an obvious are going to say about the
chotCe for the charts. A
lyrics' of this one, well,
chance, though.
what would you think of
THE TROGGS: Good lines like "You're like Dr
Vibrations (Penny Fa rth- Kissinger on a peace
Ing PEN 861)
mission for two" or
Well, I suppose only "You're like a tin of soup
Reg Presley could make by Warhol"? There's that
this Beach Boys' classic same sing -along -bouncesound like a surftn' along beat, and everyversion of Wild Thing,
thing's lovely, but the
and that's what he's sentiment, or rather the
done. Beat slowed down way It's expressed, leaves
to walking pace, breathy me cold.
notes

-

someone In the

office said most unkindly
that It sounded like Pinky
and Perky on a bad day. I
leave it to you.

RUPIE EDWARDS: Leg go Skanga (Cactus CT 51)
More power to disc-

jockeys Is the message
that comes with this
single
as it was
basically due to their
support that Ire Feeling
had the success It had.
This won't actually be
available until the 31st of
the month, but to wet your
appetite, if you liked Ire
Feeling, you'll go a
bundle on this, because it
sounds so similar.
Skanga is the name of the
gamer and if it's taken
over from hop -scotch in
your eyes, you'll enjoy

-

i
e

I

r

Lavish,

to say the least. The flip Is
an Instrumental version
of the same number.

1

justice

«nurse

(kntary RTC

Yes, It Is the Eric
Clayton classic, given a

a,

this.

I find it

repluuous.

THE TROGGS

a

bit

.1011NNY NASA: Hold
Me Tight (CBS 2839 )

Definitely one of the
better "setto-reggae"
songs, sung by the suave
Mr Nash. It's off his

-

Greatest Hits album
which is a nice album
incidentally
and Is alsc
written by him. Nice,
clean sound, and with so
many reggae songs
hitting the charts at the
moment, It should stand a
good chance.

-

BLUE MINK: Melting
Pot (Gull 11)

'Twas just over five
years ago that this record
was number one In our
charts, and I even
remember that at that
time my limbs were still
supple enough to attempt
a little dance. Five years
on, my limbs ain't so
supple no more, but the
record still stands up
fairly well. There must
also be a few new record
buyers around by now
who haven't heard it.
REDBONE: Sud Glrl

JOHNNY CASH: The
Lady Came From Baltimore (CBS 29 00))

Here's that deep brown
(and sometimes off-key)
voice of big Johnny Cash,
telling us the tale of how
he went to rob the lady but
fell in love Instead and
didn't get anything.
Shame! Bit of a dirge, but
will probably make some
Cash fans happy.
SYL JOHNSON: Let
Yourself Go (London
1I1.0 11)479)

Produced by Willie

Mitchell says the email
print
famed producer
of Al Green and Ann

-

Peebles amongst others
and Mitchell's mark le

-all

over the record.
Slowish chugging soul
beat with brass refrain,
throughout. Should have
a lot of

discos.

(Epic 2901)

Quizzical looks crossed
when this

our faces

record came on, as this
group certainly doesn't
sound like the Redbone
most of us know. This is
light and vaguely boppy
without anything really to

distinguish it. Certainly

not the Redbone we know,
they muttered again into

their tea

..

.

JOHN DENVER

A DISCO SENSATION

RE-RELEASED BY PUBLIC

DEMAND EM 2250

appeal

in

the

Quite up -tempo number
the Drifters this
time. singing a Macau
lay/Greenaway song.
Not the same harmonies

from

as usual, as there's a very
definite lead singer, and
the other three are to the
background.
prefer it
the other way around, but
It's a harmless little
number that's repluuous
enough to become catchy.
1

JOHN DENVElt: Sweet
Surrender (RCA 2509)

Taken from John's

Back Home Again album.
this song is also due to be
featured In a new Walt
Disney film, The Bears
And I

-

who says we

don't bring you the most
relevant Information going then? Touches of
Rocky Mountain High
here, plunking guitar and
John's voice soaring all
over the place. He's got a
lot of tans here, so It could
make the charts,

34
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j:) -.

(119104)Rte

hero of the slxUes has brought
a conceptual album
fundamentally about the riseout
- and fall- and - rise of
singer (Could It be autobiographical?).
s peatnllr
Trouble
is
the
master of pert loons
on the things that
and pretty lyrics Is harking
him famous In
sixties find is
escalator for doing en, It's made
true to say that songsthe
running up a down
such as Mellow
and
Catch
the
Wind were as much
Yvlow: Odours
of the scene then as denim
Chelsea boots, but somehow the same kindaofpart
and
thing seems out of place in the
me
core seventies On tracks Like Love Of My
me
he's still using florid, poe Uc
dmcriptions like "I can't go on/without your heartLife
within my ownlmlaty
w
all
etc.
ith
mild
ut
maiden,"
B
ld
there
Is
a
touching
etc
simplicity
about the album which
move
even
to
the
most hard - hearted ogre! .1I
cane( fail
-

becoming a big name, but
it's just a quenilot of
waiting for the right
material to come along.
The feeling here is very
peaceful and soothing but
melodic and entertaining
enough to suit the most

recorded In Nashville, which le

I

temperamental of
moods.

oVA)(E ALLIMAN: An
Anthology Vol II (Capekern ?aye 037).
There is no doubt that
Duane Allman was one of
the

Prophet by KablU Olbran
(AUandc K511108)d.

,

'Er how di that go
born
again? Lebanese
Glbran gets his famous

greatest guitarists

Western
ven
of mysticsm given
the once over by the old
piece

around and his death was
tragedy and great loss,
but if a record company is
going to release two

MCCarthur Park lad
himself. The result is
more dramatic If less
satisfying than the
original book which Mr
Gibran wrote In New

double album anthologies, then they should at
least first check they've

got the material to do so.
Needless to say they

s

The first
h ven'L album
was a

anfine
collection of Duane based tracks and a fitting
tribute to the man, but
this album Is nothing
more than a molly
collection of established
Allman Brothers' tracks
sod sheer barrel scrapthology

-

the fact that an
Hourglass track Is included proves that As far as?
ings

the only

can see

justihcatlm for the album
is a previoulsy unreleased live version of
Midnight Rider and a
pretty healthy cover of
Born to Be Wild with
Wilson Plckel So for the
avid Duane Allman freak
there's some pretty
painstaking'sUUng to be
done

MT.

W. O.

KICIIARD HARRIS AND

ARIF MARDIN: The

JIMMY BUFFETT: Ala
(
ABC .A BM 5085)
The country sounding
man from Key West.
Florida, relates the
simple Life through his
sharply obsefvan( songs.
What he lacks In

distinctive melodies

he

makes up for with the
music surrounding him.

There's some great

harmonica from Greg
"Fingers" Taylor, and
once again fine guitar and

steel work. Buffett lets It

rock and sometimes lets It
slide, but through all his
songs there runs a strong
identity with his Caribbean beach life. P. H.

LEO KOTTKE: Dreams

And All That Stuff
(Capitol EST 11335).

So you think you can
play guitar huh? Plenty
of people play well, but
few take the trouble to
explore the possibilities.
This man Is getting quite
a name for his laid back
12
string picket' and
slide work. He combines
It here with well chosen
aids on plano, synthesizer, dobro, steel guitar,

and still manages to end
up sounding like a lazy
front - porch minstrel

running through the lick
parade. Classicpickln' at
Its best.

P. H.

íí

{

Variet v,goud pat' v'it It additional benefits
and the opportunity to carve a great career
for'voursclfare all yours at Lloyds Bank.
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DONOVAN: autographical?
JOHN LEE HOOKER:
Free Beer And Chicken

(ARCL 5059).
This could be what they
call a "crossover record"
only in a very different
sense. John Lee Hooker is
a
very well respected
blues artist with enough
of an eye to developments
tot present here a funky
set His first words on the
first track are: "Make it

between the type of track
are at least five more
traditional blues but with

fairly comprehensive

-

.

Arl

funky" followed by as
jerky a piece of bumpa
bumpa goodllme as
you're likely to hear. in

Given the opportunity,
how much cóuld you
get out of a bank?

!

backings. There's a good
flute, an Interesting horn,
and of course the plano
honking away. To any
bluesmen who are seep.
heal of funk, this could

prove the crosso-

albums alight. Singing
Cowboy was never like it
Is here. It opens a
cracking second side that

builds strongly.

Be

Thankful For What You
Got would make an
adequate soul single,
while You Said You
Would is full of good time.
Finally Arthur Lee gets
into his original bag with
an acoustically backed
Everybody's Cotta Live.
He's shaved his head, his
voice has changed, but
Arthur Lee can still do it.
A shame this record was a
long time finding Its way
to a record company.
Maybe next time he can

deliver THE goods.
P.

11.

PFM: Cook (Mantloore
K5908).

(RSO 2391 145).

Although their
sell well In the
PFM don't seem
much to offer a

come to terms with the
"modern" work of an
artist whose past efforts
have been considered
greats. Arthur Lee Is
such a man. His bands
were always called Love

around long enough now
to make their mark but
they haven't particularly,
so it would seem they
never will. Their offerings of Improvised elec-

ver. P.H.
LOVE: Reel

To Real

It's desperately hard to

and always changed with
the times. In the mid
sixties he hlt it exactly
right with an all time
classic album: Forever
Changes, but since then
has faded Into rather far
out obscurity. This effort
recorded more than a
year ago, was probably a
good stab at the time. It
shows Arthur Lee, the
soul man, with a funky
band, plenty of bráss and

much heavy soulful
vocalising from this
former psychedelic cow-

boy. It Is one of his old
songs which sets the

albums
States
to have

British
audience beyond cult
material. They've been

tronic wizzardry will

probably keep them In the
same sort of can as the
multitude of German
heavies who tried to

break this country not
long ago
and failed an

any

MT.

commercial

level.

ERIC BURDON BAND:
Sun Secrete (EMI EST
113.59).

The Geordie guy whom

everybody respects, is
once again upon our
midst and like Donovan,
his counterpart, hopes to

Eric's amazing vocal

-

range
the guy's been
with the most
soulful larynx this side of
the border and t'would be
a crying shame If Joe
public was deprived of
blessed

hearing It!

J.

1.

MAHAVISHNU ORCHESTRA: Visions Of
The Emerald Beyond
(CBS 09108).
The cosmic Chariot rolls

with

surprisingly
good album after the
on

a

dearth of debris from his

chela

friend Carlos

Santana. The frenetic
high spent guitar playing
from McLaughlin is still
In evidence together with
fine electric violin from
Jean.- Luc - Panty forcing
the listener to continue to
the end of what could so
easily have been an
album of jazz boredom.
It's as much to the fine
drumming from Michael
Walden that this Is not so.
Once again McLaughlin
pushes the fluid style of
his guitar playing even
further, and although he
Is an acquired taste
devotees will not be
disappointed. D.H.
ROBERT LAMM: Skinny
Boy (CBS 80359).

A moody yet relaxing
album by Lamm, hit
songwriter for Chicago.
which at first has a
distinctive likeness In
sound to Colin Stuns tone's husky - voiced

It has exceptional orchestral presentations on all tracks
which flatters the textured voice of Lamm.
Two funky tracks appear
on the LP: Skinny Boy
and City Living on which
Material.

the notable Pointer
Sisters are featured.
Lamm has the quality of

York in the 1920's (a less
successful version hao
previously been pub.
lished In the Lebanon).
These startling facts
aside, A rU Mardin's score
blends well with the
actor's voice enhancing
the easy philosophy of the
recording and tdving the
listener a lot of tranquil
satisfaction just before he

falls asleep. D.H.
BON AROO: Monorail
(Warners K580911).
Not since the great days
of Steve Miller s earlier
albums (anything up to
No 5) have there been

things of this Ilk which

ain't surprising when you
consider leader Bobby
Winkelman used to play
with Stevie. Plagiarism
lives, and rightly so.

Listen to the high breathy
vocals and the tip
toe
piano and wonder why
they didn't get a bigger
slice of the recent Warner
Bros. Music Show package. Children of the
future, you're home al
last especially on Decided
Today or the beautifully

building Physical Fit-

ness.

Too overboard al
review? Maybe, but at
least with Bonaroo's first
album you're In there at
the beginning. D. H.
FATS DOMINO LIVE AT
MONTREUX: llello.l osephine (AUantlec K50107).
After all these years
dear ole Fats still sounds
as juicy as ever. On this

excellent live album
recorded at Montreux,}
Switzerland, the maestro
bells out the songs that
Ma 'n' Pa jived and
jitterbugged to. BasitWly
they're a bundle of
goodies -from the lively

Staggerlee "to those
splendid steady rock
classics Blueberry Hill
and Walking To New
Orleans. As well as being
one of the best ballad
belchers, Fats Is an
excellent booglse pianist
who manages to make his

stubby fingers play
anything. So If you

wanna loosen up after a
hard day of strenuous

activities, then what
better way is there than
playing Domino? .1.1.

Impress the kids of the
seventies. Well, I doubt if
he'll have much trouble
doing so because his
unique oldies like It's My
Life: Don't Let Me Be
Misunderstood: When I
Was Young sound as good

ever, but slightly
different because Eric
as

has re

jigged

them into

rockier, raunchier nu o
bers that turn those out dated sixties arrangements into seventies
sizzlers. Perhaps the
highlight of the album is

Lloyds Bank
.

is l(i)king

for school leavers with O Lewis.
ti

ERIC BURDEN

FATS DOMINO:juicy
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111(7.Á1 JAMES BAR1

( EST.
Bristol

Colston

Hall,

GAL'j%',

Masons Arms.
Wellgate
IIOR DEN RAIKES, New

Brltta nuca, Hartley
Street, Preston

SWEET SENSATION,
Talk of the South,
Southend

ARGENT, St George's
Hall. Bradford

ORE AT EXPECT

-

ACTIONS, The Place,
Hanley, Stoke on Trent.
DAVE. BERRY, Sands,
Bedford

MUSCLES. Zero

6,

Southend
JOHN MARTYR, Leices-

ter University

BYZANTIUM, Nag's
Head, High Wycombe

STRING DRIVEN

THING. Nag's Head

HUMAN RAND,
Woodlands Hall, Ashley
1141.F

Road, Poole. Dorset

STRIDER.
University

Aberystwyth

SIIND.ANCE,

Palace

Theatre, Newark
SWEATY BETTY, Welligqgton Arms, Stratfieid
"Corgis, Hants
GONZALES, Speakeasy
ARTHUR Conley. tracy's.
Ipswich
U

AI

PERTR.A MP/-AGHER

&

LYLE,

ity Hall Sheffield.
MSS RODEN BAND

Hornsey Art College,

liondon
RUBETTES, Civic Hall
Bedford
INDISFARNE, Palact
ewark

RESSURE. Langley
dill Social Club, Notting

am
AAYMOND FROGGAT7
11AND. Marquee. 90
'E/ardour Street. London

SASSAFRAS/1(W LEES
NEXUS, London College

London NW1

PANACHE., Brecknock,

nic

KtlItSAAL FLYERS.
City of London Polytech-

of Printing
221

HALF HUMAN BAND,
School of African and
Oriental Studies, Male(

Camden Road, Lon-

don NW1

RANDY.

Kensington,

Street, London

Russel Gardens, Holland

W'CS

Road. London W14
MOON, Greyhound, Fulham

MIKE ABSALOM, West.
minder College, Oxford

Road

SOUL. Top Hat, Spennymore
ISOTOPE, Sussex Uni-

MUSCLES. Club Ana bella, SUNDERLAND
CISSY STONE/BODY &

YELLOW BIRD, Lord
Nelson, 100 Holloway
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Peckham, London SE16
BANG, Western Counties.
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JOHN MARTEN. Brunel

University
STEVE ASHLEY, St
David's University, Lam -

London Street, London
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LEFT II AND DRIVE,

peter

Hope & Anchor, 207 Upper
Street. London NI

GAS WORKS, New Ash
Green Social Club
ACE, Congress Theatre,

BRUCE

AND TIIE
WOMBATS. Matilda's,

Eastbourne
STRIDER, University of

Old Swan, 206 Kensington
Church Street, London WI
SELENA JONES. royal
Albert Hall. Kensington
Gore, London SW7

Cardiff, Institute of
Science and Technology

FACTORY, Hadlow College of Agriculture,
Hadlow, Kent
SWEATY BETTY, Western Counties. 8 London
Street, London W2
A BAND CALLED O,
SiIsoe College, Bedford

DAVE CARTWRIGIIT,
Well Green, Altringham
CONTIIORAND, James
Graham College. Leeds
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Goldsmith College, New
Cross
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TRUE EXPRESSION,
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SAILOR,
Penzance
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he Garden.

BARCLAY JAMES HARVEST, P.er Pavlllon,
Hastings
MAIIAVISBNU, OR
CHESTRA, Colston Hall,
Bristol

STARRY EYED

&

LAUGHING, Dingwalls,
Camden Lock, top of
Camden Hi: h Street.

GEORGE HARRISON
to Washington

Go

FREDDIE PRINZE:
The Undiluted South
Bronx Truth

ham

SUPERTRAM I', Town

,

bilee Hall, Burton -on Trent
STRAI, Napier College,
Edinburgh
GOOD HABIT, Union
Building, University of
Salford Union, Salford.
La acs

QUICKS AND,

WEBIB BAND.
Phillips Fawcett College.
Streatham, London
EDGAR ItROUGHTON
HAND, Roundhouse, Da-

KURSAAL FLYERS,

jockey who Is

responsible for the winner
hearing the competition
at his disco, he will
receive a Roger Squire
Jingle Machine.
So, if you're a reputable
jock, not just trying to ripoff records. write to to
Sonet, care of 12 Needham
Road, London Wll 2RP.
Please don't phone they
ask, but If you write In
1 with an SAE, I'm sure
they'll consider you.

--'v/

A RECORD

Soul

Response

Is a

definite disco biggie.
Love Games from the
Drifters on Bell could be
an interesting disco
record, though nothing
really sensational, not
like Keep On Stepp/n'
from the Fatback Band
on Polydor. Polydor have
gone berserk this month

COUNTRY GAZETTE.
Oxford Polytechnic

SURE:ItTRA MP. De Mon.
Hord Ha B, Leicester
HUSTLER. Golden Diamond, Sutton in Ashfteld
SASSAFRAS. Tiffany's,

Merthyr Tydfil

January 28th
CHARLEY PRIDE, Town
Hall, Birmingham
BARCLAY JAME,¡S HAW
VEST, Town Halt Leeds
MAHAVISHNU ORUsher Hall,

CHESTRA,

Edinburgh
IOUSF:SIIAKE: KS. Ding wails, Camden Lock, top
of Camden High Street
1

London N W I

SAILOR, Southampton
University
BItETT M.ARVIN & THE
THUNDERBOLTS, 100

Club, Oldham

Club, 100 Oxford Street,
London Wl

don

Stuart Road, Peckham.
London 5E15
STRIDER, Winter Gardens, Pennymore
FRESH AIRE. Sands.

THIN LIZZY, Gravesend
Civic Hall
SUTHERLAND BROTHERS & QU VER, Wyvern
Arts Trust Centre, Swin-

PRESSURE, Coach

House Club. Carlisle

Street, London Wl.

KEIT11 CHRISTMAS.

Newlands Tavern,

40

Luton

STRIDER.

Winter Gar

dens, Penzance

BY DAVE LONGMAN

IS THIS a record? Well,
the guys at the Blue Jean
label think It is. They've

radio stations on the sixth
day. The record, made by

SPARROW, Baileys

Dunstable

IS THIS

got a single out, Doing
The Bump, and the record
was recorded, pressed
and put in the shops all
the space of 10
w Rhin
days. The first copies
were circulated to the

Imperial

BOP DELUXE,

Outlook, Doncaster
KURSA AL FLYERS,
Hope & Anchore, 207
Upper Street. London NI
S11A N4 NA, Odeon,
Hammersmith
BASIC TRUTH. Speakeasy, 48 Margaret Street.
London W1

the Town,

Highgate, Bradford
FRUUPP, winning Post,
Twickenham
COUNTRY GAZETTE.
Grand Ole Opry, Guildhall, Cambridge.
SUPERTRAMP, Town
Hall, Birmingham
EDGAR BROUGHTON,
Greyhound, Croydon

PRIDE, LonCalifornia Ballroom. CHARLEY
don Palladium, Argull

SONET RECORDS have replied to the piece Included
In the last disco special, where major record companies
had asked us to calla halt to discos applying to them for
free records.
Sonet'o Managing Director, Rod Buckle Is quite
adamant that his company is always interested to hear
from any hard working, legitimate jocks. Ron
attributes the success of -many of his records to the
disco market, which has broken numbers including
Seaside Shuffle from Terry Dactyl & The Dinosaurs
and Sylvia with Y Viva Espana.
To show their appreciation for the work the
discos did with Sylvia.
they'll be supplying the
Jocks with Sylvia's new
single two weeks before
the radio stations get It.
Together with the single,
the discos will receive a
special record which Is a
competition. A set 01
quesUons, plus an address to send answers to
as included, and for the
winner 1s a holiday in
Spain for two. For the

ern In

SUTHERLAND BROTIIEItS & QUIVER, Si
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College, London
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London NW1
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High Road, London N12
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Farm House. Eastcote
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CHARLEY -PRIDE,
Woodville Hall.
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Bedford
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RICK WAKEMAN:
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PRESSURE, Tollbar,
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SLACK ALICE, Aberdeen

Town Hall,

Hotel, Goole
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T MOORE
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MARE HONEY,
Hatfield Polytechnic
RLA( KFOOT SUE. Agri-

Diamond Club, Sutton In
Ash field

G

THE REGGAE GUITARS, Surrey University

THEMF:I.OES. Vikings

REFS

BOY'S OF TIIE L00011,
Dudley College of Educa-

RANDY, RAP' Con.
ningsey, Lines
FRED WEDLOCK, Some
rvale School. Midsorner
Norton, Bath
BOY'S OF THE LO11011,
Towersey Village Hall.
Towersey, Oxon
ALASTAIR ANDERSON,
Folk Club. City Univer
sity Union Society, St
John Street. London ECl

ley, Stoke on Trent

stone

&

THING /

dersfoot

Technical College, Maid
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:17

with a whole batch of
disco releases. Others in
the pile include Timmy
Thomas with You're The
Song I've Always Wanted
To Sing, Jamo Thomas
and his Party Brothers
Orchestra with I Spy For
The FBI. The Jamo
Thomas you will recall is
a re-release from 1986.
James Brown is singing
about the Funky President, and Eddie Holman
is singing a new one with I
Believe In Miracles. All

////!///!////!///!//!!//1ii/
these are on Polydor.
Not to confuse you.
Eddie Holman is also
featured on the ABC label
with an old one from him.
Since I Don't Have You.
All of these records are
great disco sounds and

are being promoted
around the clubs by

Garrett Redfearn. Carrell used to be at Polydor
but has now left them to
do Independent disco
promotion. If you really
do think you are doing

7J77777777J'Y//!//
enough gigs each week.
and tha t you are pulling a
large crowd, I'm sure
Garrett would be pleased
to hear from you. Send
him all the detalla about

where and when you
work, if possible, sending
along the names of a few
club managers who can
back you up. Make sure

you

enclose

a

self

addressed envelope when
you write. His address Is
32a Replingham Road.
Southfield, London S W 18.

DJ PICK OF THE WEEK
THIS WEEK'S disco
chart comes from Frank
Hynes In Sunderland.
Frank wrote In saying
1

2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9

10

that

he's been doing
discos now for only a
year, but he's greatly

discos on a part -done
basis, working in the day
time In a local factory.
enjoying life. Ile draw the Anyway, herds hln chart.
Never Can Say Goodbye
Gloria Gaynor
MGM
Nigel Olson
Only One Woman
Rocket
Help Me Make It Through The Night John Holt
Trojan
Status Quo
Down Down
Vertigo
Ms Grace
Ty mes
RCA
Get Dancin'
Disco Tex
Chelsea
I Can Help
Billy Swan
Monument
You Ain't Seen Nothing Yet
Rachman Turner
Mercury
Sha IaLa
Al Creen
London
Tell Film
Hello
Bell
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Dem Bones, dem Bones

tt wI.~""ª_

PICK THE bones out of
three shies, Joy Vales,
Jackie Sullivan and Sue
Lynch and you'll rome up
with a pretty dials of spicy
flavoured harmonising.
The girls call them-

E-

. .

B

J

-

selves Bonn and have
been performing as such

r

since November of '73.
They have since worked
on TV, radio and record
sessions with names like

sa
d

1070

as

Oliva Newton
John,
Barry Blue, Alvin Star-

I

I

2

4

dust, Cat Stevens and
Carl Douglas.
A recent appearance on

Wanna join

on ITV's 15 show two
weeks ago.
This trio set - up all
come from highly In-

this group

volved 'musical back-

warns be a rock 'it' roll star? You and I
others? Relax! Perhaps the most
mysterious group In the world would appeal to
you. They're in London at this very moment
end calling out for volunteers to help them I
make their next single. It doesn't matter if you
can only whistle. It's no problem if you're
reduced to stamping your feet. Apple Pie and
Custard will be pleased to hear from you. All
i you have to do is ring Uxbridge 37483 for an I
audition. You'll be too late to be in their new
SO YOU

5,000

r

I

1

MORE CRIME

HOUSE DATES

SUPERTRAMP, who have a
hest selling album Crime Of
The Century have added an
extra date to their British
concert tour a high starts at
Sheffield City Hall this
Thursday. They will now
play Plymouth Guildhall on
February It. They will be
supported on all gigs except
Plymouth by Gallagher and
Lyle.

THE ELEVENTH (louse,
featuring top American
guitarist tarry Coryell have

had five gigs confirmed for

their debut British concert
tour. They are: Barbarella's
Birmingham <February 11);
Bristol University (12);
University of Canterbury
(131; Leicester University
(141; Essex University,
Colchester (15).

grounds. Sue Lynch sang
with her sister althe age
of 13 scoring two number
one singles and cutting
three albums.
J ackte progressed from
classical piano to session

with

singing with various
groups before turning
solo. She came to London

name checks from

-

It's

pun

a

(AM)

.

p)
'

0

Dusty Springfield.
They know what the
business Is all about and
It seems they're on the
right road at last, to the
top. They're too good for
the dog!

STAR =BREAKERS
('TiL YOU'RE SATISFIED)
Express
Pye
Frankie
Private Stock
Valle
3 SIXTY MINUTE MAN Frammps
Buddah
4 TOBY Chilites
Brunswick
5 THIS MONDAY MORNING FEELING Tito Simon
` Horse
6 YOUR KISS IS SWEET Syreeta
Tamla Motown
7 WE LOVE EACH OTHER Charlie
Rich
Eplc
8 TWO SLEEPY PEOPLE PHILLIP &
IT
Vanessa
Anchor
9 FUNKY PRESIDENT James Brown
DOO iT

B. T.

10

8

8
9

10

10;

7

0

I

I

2
3

3
5

4

4

5

10

e

8

7

8

2
0

9

7

10

8

YEII

1

Ell Georgie Fame

GO NOW Moody Blues

GIRL DON'TC

5iE Sandie Shaw

Colummla

Deena
PDeers

TERRY Twinkle

CAST t OUR FATE TO THE %INDS
Piccadilly
Sounds Orchestral
IJberty
SOMEN HERE P. J. I'roby
Parlophone
1FEF.L FINE Beatles
FERRY 'CROSS TIIESIE.RSEY Columbia
Gerry & the Pacemaker.
Derr
IS' Al K TALL Val Donnlean
P.
DOWNTOWN Petuba Clark
1905

-

coming at
set, Bowie
the same time as ru Mears

about Mick (:arson,

might we tax our brains
and put two and two
together . . . ? What
were certain personnel

from RAK Records doing
at Pye's Wigan Casino

last weekend?

in

Los

1980

o

t

3

le

4

7

the

It in

who've Just signed Simon
Tuwnshend, sibling rival
of fete, to make a single
tilled When I Grow Up To
Re A Man .
.
sounds
like tommy rut to us
.
and finally. W show
the true spirit of spring

WHY Anthony Noveley
STARR% EYED

7

8

9
10

.

Deere

Nllehoel Holliday
Columbia

A VOICE IN THEW 1LDERNESS
Columbia
Cliff Richard
% AV DOWN YONDER IN NEW ORLEANS

Top Rank
Freddy Cannon
WHAT DO 102 SI NAT TO MAKE THOSE
EYES
Pi ,
AT ME FOR! Emmlle Ford
HEARTACHES BY THE. NUMBER
Philips
Mitchell
Guy
WHAT DO YOI WANT Adam Faith
4
Parlophone
Mt I
05 oil l C %ROL Nell Sedukaa
8
LITTLE WIIITE BULL Tommy Steele
Deers
Cliff Richard
le EXPRESSO BONGO
Columbia
3

5

Angeles

keeping

family are Warners,

,

1

1

.

Currently replacing Deep
Throat as the trendless'
favourite film is That'll
Be The Day, just released

.lanuary23. 190)

(why not!), felicitations
to Warner's Charlie
McC t henn for going out
and doing ill

Wakelln with The Kinshasa Band '(excluding
the bald dude In the
centre). Johnny found
fame for himself when he
wrote a song for black Jack Muhammad AIL
titled Black Superman.
released last November.
For Johnny this is a
dream come true for he
has been writing songs for
some years without ever
having a hit.
The biggest

for John and

1

2

7

PICTURED left
is
Brighton beau Johnny

IIStMtSI

2

e

1

Knockout
!

fi

ALL HAVE TODD IS DRF.ANI
Capitol{
Bnhbv Gentry a, Glen Campbell
314
TRACY Cuff Links
RC
Presley
Elvis
MINDS
SUSPICIOUS
Clark
Dave
ROLL
00111) OLD ROCK 'ói'
Columbia
Five
Apple
cOM E AND GET IT Badfinger
RCe
Sl'O AR SUGAR Archies
Philips
Mink
Blue
POT
THE MELTING

January ':3.

-

ESSEX

in 1971 where she worked
with Cliff Richard and

é

N. M. E., we feel we ought
to return the favour and
chip in with a contribution
to Knock Cant's recent
biggest rustle must be
piece on meanie pop stars
the news that a certain
- seems that whilst in
Mr. .1. Lennon is back in
Manchester, The Doubles
missed their special train,
town, sighted at the 'tech
last Thursday no less we
complete with person.
hear
something to do
alined compartrnents and
with ail those judicial wen. forced to travel
under their own steam.
happenings in the High
which turned out to he
Court perhaps?. . . still
wills those ex -insects,
second class tickets! Poor
Paul has recently heen tads. . . Aerial Render
posing ass a decorator and
has turned down an offer
turned his rather stately from the Rolling Stones to
make up the numbers, not
mansion in St. John's
Wood into something for the first time either, as
he was offered a place in
rather horrible
pink
and yellow was the colour the band before Slick
scheme described to us.
Taylor joined, and turned
Linda's influence, we it down then as well
a certain member
muse to ourselves? . .
of Kilburn and The
Something breamg up at
Warners concerning Highroads has been
watch this. offered a gig with the
Lindisfarne
spate. . . after so many darling of the push-bike

IN

3

1983

artists like
Vikki Carr and Anthony
Newley.
Finally Joy, having
performed Ina rock band,
moved to Australia
work

-

DAVID

8

January 24.1970

sssh
WELL, dears. all we can
say is that the old
grapevine has been
fluttering its little leaves
in fine fashion this week

RUBY
TO,t
Reprise
Kenny Rogers 8 the First EditionMarmaladnae
REFLECTIONS OF MY LIFE
Dee

3

1

Ayshea was the turning
point In their career.
Spotted by Lynsey De
Paul, she offered to write
and produce their debut
single on Jet Records My
One and Only, which you
may have seen featured

Colombia
TWO LITTLE. BOYS Rolf Harris LO%E
TO
DON'T TAKE IOU'R

9

3

ITV's Lift Off with

'')ningle, Five Sisters, because that one's already
in the shops. But take a look at the boys (7)
and girls In the band already. There's Miss
Knife (from left), Cary Powder, Brad Board, J.
U.
Gofwater, Sugar Sugar, Los Teblos De
Clothos, Miss Fork, Miss Spoon, end Corrin
Flour. Is Pop panto the next craze? "Pop
should be for everyone," say the mysterious
members. Now where did I hear that tune
before. . . is it Chinese or something?

1975

MY EYES ADORED YOU

Polydor
ALI SHUFFLE Georgia Fame Island

thrill

o1

an

Co happened
when Mohammed came
to London and invited
them on stage for his Talk
In at the New Victoria
Cinema closing the show

with Johnny's number.
All did a little bit of
promoUn' on the song by
taking it back to the
States with him so he
could gently persuade all
his buddies to buy It. It Is
also

being

released

in

Europe, Australia and
New Zealand,

Johnny isn't a one hit
wonder far from it, he's
been at it again, and has

-

written

song for
a
glamorous grandaddy
Perry Como. Johnny

warns all those cynics out
there who sneer at his hit:

"Just wait and hear my
It's going
next tribute

-

to have an even greater

appeal!"

THE BIG NOISE
IN HI -Fl MAGAZINES

Before you buy
hi-fi equipment
buy Hi -Fi for Pleasure,
the magazine that
gives sound advice
on equipment
best buys
Hi -Fi for Pleasure
Monthly 30p
Hi -Ft for Pleasure, The Adelphi
John Adam Street, Strand London WC2

-
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kept U h no..red.ale
1..,..a d..rtw oo.r It

Pen Friends

Adw, a.Nd Can.

PLEASE DOER she

WORLDWIDE INDIVIDUALLY selected. Pen.

Personal

friends/Marriage part-

ners. Send SAE Club
International, 26 Woodman Close, Leighton
Buzzard, Bedfordshire.
JANE S(X)TT for genuine
Mends. Introductions opposite sex with sincerity
and thoughtfulness. Details free.
35fip stamp
to: Jane Scott. 3/rm
North Street, Quadrant,

PLNFRIENDS WANT

-

VD urgentlY, all ages,
8 tee. to: Pen Society
N.Is), (Turley, Lanes.
EN 41.F. 21 seeks sim
oar girl for friendship
t'rtnston $ Stretford area.

l
1

-

1'Photo please.
Boo No. 18OR.

-

wdh
915T WAY
own Or cr.*,
Lew-ColWI
son conN Po..., col,
P"won
yw unoexocadti.
Worth,. soevIc.. II age.
foe
1.wndoN,
po pls and menl"ai
ew
rot u w lr ro roa n
oral Of
of Wour~ raw red.
Cono
O
15 dnton
THE

.ess

cr.,4.

wanted- I'm male, 15.
Box No. 161R.

-

,

-

16_R.

-

Stanhope
tible.

Dating (RRM/3)

for big

It's

prcepectlas.

N.

Queens Road. Reading.

deduc-

T..

W.

27

SINGLES 1959/73 frorn
lop.
S. a. e. Stevenson,

Make new friends!
rut rrel,n-,Fm

to

ti

af.a

,º

11REE

r

1

can fidentlal

-

Merseyside, LA61QS.
SINGLES GALORE!
S.a.e. Bob/Phil, 3 King-

-

tO n14

smead

Road

South.

Oxton, Birkenhead, 'Merseyside.

juke box records.

Lists, 47
ford Street. Weymouth,
Dorset.

Marriage Bureau send
plain cover.
Write now to Contact
Bureau. (RM2) 21, Stall
Street. Bath.
THE
SOULMATES
NUMBER ONE DATING
SERVICE for friends,
dates etc. Please write:
Soul Mates (BM)', 52
Shaftesbury Avenue, London, WI.
PHOTODATES. YOU
choose from hundreds,
SAE for free details. CEI
(RAIL 3 Manor Road,

S. a. e.

-

TAMLA

SOUL, Pop

-

records from 5p.
Send
large SAE: "Soul scene,"
6/8 - Stafford Street. St
George's. Telford., Salop
TF29JQ.
SINGLES 1950/73 from
Stevenson, 77
10p.
Reeds Lane, Wirral,
Merseyside L46

-

UNAT

-

CH

A

RTBUSTERS!

1954/74.

-

SAE:

-

JOHNNIE RAY international Fan hub.

-

Details

Holly Park

85

Estate, Crouch Hill,

CASSETTES? Fair

-

BANKRUPT RECORD
and HI-FI stock wanted
for hard cash. No stocks
too large or too small.
Retailers bankrupt stock,

IIELEN SIIAPIRO Offi-

-

Write to
cial Fan Club.
Diane and Matt, 156
Kennington Park Road,
London, SELL.
OLIVIA NEWTON -JOHN

offer! F.

e.

(please,

M19 3NR.

RICK NELSON.
S.

,

For Sale

EXCELLENT BAR-

GAIN. Boost your collection of cassettes cheaply.
For details write to:
Bobby Brown. The Cross,
Thornhill. Dumfriesshire,
DJ3 ABP.

Wanted

Chatham, Kent.

HOLLY

I4

-

-

SONGWRITER MAGA
ZINE free from International Songwriters AsStreet, Limerick.
LYRICS TO MUSIC.
Marketing Service. Donovan Meher Ltd. Excel
House, Whitcomb Street,
London WCYH 7ER,

Lighting Equipment

-

London N'1.

SQUIRE'S (Disco
176

rro..r

Studios
Don't miss your chance
with Commercial Radio.
Tel. Roger Squire's
(DJ Studio« ) al -722-8111

John's Wood

output. Ideal beginner. 1
started with it! 010.
Dave 01-878 31170 after 6
pm.
T. J. DISCUS Ughtshow
novelties. -Terry 01-

-

-

Disco Equipment

.10115 RUSSF.L DISCO.

Professional Sounds with

-

DISCO -LIGHTS

light show. 01-482.4127,
DISCOTHEQUES, ANY
TIME / ANYWHERE.
01-9652828

/ 2991.

C49.

150

Disco
with a difference? Guaranteed Fun and Enjoyment. For Information,
DISCO RLUF.s.

LONDON W.11

Multifects

Pluto '100' C22.

A

C47. 50,

Cornier

50,

sequencers [50, Comsar
and Pulsar Sound -to Light Units [39, Bubble
Machines C19, Fuzzlltes

write/phone. Exeter

C18, Prism Rotators fie,
Sirens C8.30. effects
THE SIINGEET KARR.
show.
unique
Wheels [3. Vtalt our
DISCO. A
Showroom (10.6) (Sets 10for all occasions. Very
4) or s.a.e. brochures
moderate rates offered.
Mushroom. 36, Dryden
Ring 202.0651.
119 Oxford
Chambers.
LE
051
NCR
EDIB
SOtIN
Landon W1, Tel.
Street,
DIS00111IEQUES
01-439-3987.
SO(IN DSI NCREDIBLE
DISCO UNITS from only
DISCOTHEQUES.
£81. Complete 100W disco
SOUNDSINCREDIBLE
system from only L179.
DISCOTHEQUES.
available.
SOUNDSINCREDIBLE - Easy terms
Many disco bargains at
DISCOTHEQUES.
(DisSQUIRE'S
ROGER
ROUNUSINCREDIBLF.
co Centre) 176 Junction
DISCOTHEQUES.
Road, London N19,
- 01 011P755.
Telephone 2727474_
54982.

-

DJ ,óngios

DJ Studios

TAILOR - MADE üNQLES featuring ymeCOw'h,

a1T

range available. Top
studio quality, low cost!'

help yell with your radio
audition taper
Ted.

01)91 STUDIOS for

1

little

as

(practice) or

C5

es

per hour
per hour

name puts real sparkle' feeording). Make up
into your show. Wide "yolx own jingles or let us

-

Tel: Roger Squire's
(DJ Studios), 01-7228111

-

Roger liquids',"( D
Studtosl 1-922401.

1

Ererythi
Lighting and
sound Iof Ono

-

and PA at sensible

prices! Write
call or phone

309 EDGWARE ROAD W2 01-723 6963
Barclay Acceo. Cards welcomeOpen 6 Days

Rego fqulra'i

`

D

wee*

ÁE

CEDISCO
N

F. tM ingest range nr d,.tas onion/ ...serf
npM macRn«s P,ples
andd,seoaeee:ssorm. nlheUK Barganptes
Iwrade, sot COO we oce Easy pao.,ry
«, fy loom,
.0 ser rod,du
sneakers ,,gh,nq

w.

0pE5p{
'G

SEO

L1440N5

.

176 Junction Road,London N19 500 Tel: 01-272 7074

order form h advertisement rates

PLEASE PUBLISH MY ADVERTISEMENT UNDER THE HEADING
insertion(s) commencing with the first available issue. I enclose Postal Order/Cheque value
made payable to RECORD MIRROR.

E

for
to cover cost and

6n PER WORD

levie, the headrnos,
SPECIAL NOTICES. PERSONAL TUITION. RECORDING
and other trade announcements.
I

Bp PER

WORD

AU TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS under any heading:
Bp PER WORD
All words
So PER

,n BOLD FACE type latter feat two):
WORD EXTRA

80X NUMBERS: Allow two words plus 200 service

fee.
Revires ro Box numbers should be addressed do
RECORD MIRROR and will be forwarded to advertisers
on the day of r*nerpt

ALL RM SMALLS must be strictly pre.petd.
SEMI -DISPLAY ADVERTISING'
f4 00 per single column Inch,
SERIES DISCOUNTS:
5% for 6 insertions.

25% for 13 insenlons
10% for 26 insertions
2'4% for 52 ,nsemons
Th. Pne.sh.a r...,ve

e o none

to

w...er.w sd.enoeomenh

P ublished

e..,

To: CLASSIFIED AD.
DEPT.
RECORD MIRROR
1 BENWELL ROAD
LONDON N77AX

Tel:01607

6411

by Spoutgh t P ubües Uons Ltd.. Spotlight House, itenwell Read.

J

-

CAItOUSEL DISCO with
Keith, 01Light Show.
5991263.

A F.F.

FECTR. Beat our pride
we doubt IL Tutor
- -projectors
Condor

Mobile Disco

74A KENSINGTON PARK ROAD

.n.

COURSES
held weekly at our St

RADIO DJ

watts total

50

Junction

S.A.E. PLEASE TO:
ROZ

DISCO

Ise-sInT
CIxrM,
MI,

pros.

Radio DJ Courses

790.7512.

OOD COM-

PANY needs lyrics for
new songs. All types
wanted. FREE details.
Musical Services, 1805
R North Highland. Hollywood, Calif. 9028 USA.
El RICS WANTED by
music publishing house.
11 St. Albans Avenue,
London W4.

fan club

Brlih ton.

Uncle, the headings.
FAN CLUBS, PENFRIENDS. SITUATIONS VACANT,
RECORDS FOR SALE, INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE,
SOUND EQUIPMENT and other private announcements.

Songwriting

OFFICIAL

11 Tar

RiiPM SMALLS

RPM,. PO
xhrD. lano4v. M.,.

so..m

KENNY

-

86 87

ID.PMm.r,

w

o,d.r e

Road, Landon N19.
Telephone 2727474.

TEE SHIRTS. Specially
printed for Groups, Clubs,
Discos, Promotions etc.
Also Printing Service
stamp for detalls. Multi.
Screen. Southlil Road,

ENGELBERT P1CS. Buy,
Box No. 163R.
or swop.

so.

ScnP,

Po.tal

Centre),

Services

Western Road, Hove,

Rumford. Essex.

1

for details.
Rubettes Fan 'Club, 8
Daley Street. Manchester
s. a. e.

Moore

Is.

li.nd 24

32 Windgate,
A. E
Much Boole, Preston.

- S. a.

stable, Beds.
BE A RUBETTER. Send

Records, 167A Dunstable
Road, Luton, Beds.

CenYe LweV G.d..
Ado [as.liw,raw.

The

LIGHT S110W Projectors
from only C15. Tutor 11250
WQI projectors from only
Many light show
149.
bargains at ROGER

open.

-

Poem

-

(Northern branch) now

Immediate cash
settlement.
Telephone
Ester 58280, ask for Mr.
Ashleigh.
ALL YOUR unwanted
45's and LP's purchased.
Good prices paid. Any
quantity but records must
be in good condition. Send
SAE with lists for cash

Julys"

Oaf.
eha, Wan

Lone

FANTASTIC DISCOUNT
PRICES on Effect Projectors, Sourst to l..ght
Converters, Bubble Machines, Fuzzlltes, Prism
Rotators, Sirens, Effect
Wheels.
S.a.e. fists or
visit showroom, Mushroom, 38 Dryden Chambers. 119 Oxford Street.

manufacturers surplus -Sandlands Close, Dunstocks.

5111

on MN,

Fad,, C.PrY llaep,

London N4.

Appreciation, Society

stocks, liquidation

Jaw. ..d.ncr.
Neme.

sociation (RM). New

Fan Clubs

Y

- Chelms-

LARGE SELECTION ex -

of

Friendship

under

Wirral,

Reeds Lane,

77

,,..trod

WAN
DETAILS

109

Records For Sale

Street, Leven
shulme. Manchester.

BILl

EXCITINGI DIFFER
ENV The best services

ARE IOU ADVENTUROUS:' If so, you can make
exciting new friends.
Write: S. I. M. Computer

OPPORTUNITY SEEKERS. Be independent.

Send 15p

-

South, elk. Middleton,

prices paid.
Gavin
Holme, 2 Skipton Street,
Harrogate.

Ni.

write, photo. All letters
answered.
Box No.

-

European Friendship
Society. Burnley.
TEEN AGF.RS / PENPALS anywhere.
Send
SAE for free details,

,

T

ROCK POP soul singles

FURY LP NO.
ACL 1047. Walsall 28852, 9
am -5 pm or write Mr B.
Whitehall, 51 Farmbrldge
Close, Walsall WS2OAJ.
SELLING LPs / 45s /

-

H. Cast
guy with Afro 118-19) to

WANTED

Records Wanted

Thousands of members,
all ages, England and
abroad. For free details
send SAE to
W. F. E.
74 Amhurst Park, London

-l:srTt.FR SEEKS

-

Middx.

PENFRIENDS at home
and abroad. All ages.
Send SAE for free details.

for Dating / Penfrlends or
Romance or Marriage.

EDINBURGH GIRL

Briar

Sussex.

-

Gardena Landon NIS 64P

66

Road, Shepperton.

Brighton. Sussex BN1

Teenage Club, Falcon
House, Burnley.

~con*

write to "Mark7,

1538.

-

yweo

-

from 15p,
Send large
SAE. Sheila Chadwick
Grove Street, Wilmslow!
Cheshire.
PASTBLASTERS / 20,000
available.
SAE. 24

3GJ.

CONTACTAFRIEND

-

-

TRAX:
For
SAE:
Mr S.
Borth Farm,
Nr DMgellau,

4CBED, quiet, shy,
feminine female 16-23.
For sincere loving rela
tionahip with understanding male. Hampshire/Surrey or anywhere. Photograph ap
Box No.
predated.

-

Sa e.

DATES -1!!"
Chicks r Guys, send
letters describing yourselves (A s. a. e. ) to:
tnterdate (R3), 18 Woden
oad, East Wednesbury,
p'. Midlands

"it!FREE

ST AX OF
your Soul,
.1.
Smith,
Bontddu,
Gwynedd.

exist? That slim, quiet,
Intelligent. non-smnk log
girl, adventurous, etc.
AmblUous good looking
guy age 20, would like to
meet and write lo you_ AU
letters flowered, Photo
appreciated.
Call or

DISCO (ONSOL, fatly
but efficient. Ideal for
email club or pub.
Speakers optional. SP -

NAME
ADDRESS

a1

